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CHAPTER 1
Introduction and Overview
1.1 Outlook
The issues related to the origin, evolution, structure and constitu-
tion of the universe have attracted the attention of specialists and
non-specialists for a very long time; however, the present epoch
in the development of such theories is marked by a capacity to
nail down everything to an astonishing precision. This has be-
come possible largely due to the availability of today’s observational
and computational resources and it appears that at this time, the
community has reached a consensus as to the queries related to
the origin and composition of the universe. The major agreements
(not yet really unanimous) belong mainly to three important areas,
summarized in the following statements.
1. The Universe had its origin in a hot (and dense) big bang.
8
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2. In the large scale the Universe appears to be flat, isotropic,
homogeneous and expanding, possibly at an accelerated pace.
3. Most of the material content of the universe is carried by dark
matter (i.e non luminous matter which marks its presence
only through gravitational interaction.)
A large number of theories have been put forward to explain and
interpret the above facts. Most of them seem to exist independently
of the others, even when one takes into account constraints put
on the individual theories. It appears that further experimental
data are required before one is able to discern between them in
an effective manner. In contrast to the many proposals on the
composition of the Universe, which often border on exoticism, the
present work lies entirely within the framework of the Standard
Model of particle interactions.
The unifying theme of the current work is the fact that the
STANDARD MODEL allows the existence of QUASIBARYONIC ob-
jects (hypothetical quark matter forms to which one can assign a
baryon number, and in which strange quarks are an essential in-
gredient ). This work focuses on the aspect of finding the relevance
of such quasibaryonic objects in the issues related to the structure
and composition of the universe in the light of modern astronomi-
cal observations.
The remaining part of this chapter is essentially a compact sum-
mary of the current ideas regarding the structure and composition
of the universe along with an overview of the ideas leading to and
linked with the strange (quark) matter hypothesis – how it can be
correlated with the facts known (and being continually revealed)
about the dark matter dominated universe. Specifically, I will try
to outline the ways in which strange quark matter may form and
9
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manifest itself, current searches for such matter and other related
issues which lend perspective to the present work.
1.2 Bricks of the World
Not so long ago, the picture of the universe consisted of a single
galaxy (the Milky Way) and was believed to be few million of years
old. Today, we believe that the origin of everything can be traced
back to the hot Big-Bang event that took place about 14 billion
(13 − 15 × 109) years ago. The structure of the universe ([1]) de-
pends on the scale at which it is being observed : at scale sizes
lower than ∼ 100 Mpc i) there exists hierarchical structures con-
sisting of great walls of galaxies(accommodating more than 90% of
the observed galaxies), super-clusters accommodating clusters of
groups of galaxies, inter-spaced by voids or spaces devoid of any
bright galaxies(Fig.1.1), although at higher scales, all these struc-
tures appears to be replaced by a uniform homogeneous mass dis-
tribution. The questions regarding the structure and evolution of
these objects appears to be intimately related.
Much of what is currently accepted as standard cosmological
model [2] can be traced back to the discovery of the cosmic mi-
crowave background radiation (CMBR) in 1964. This, together with
the observed Hubble expansion of the universe, had established the
hot big bang model as a viable model of the universe. The ultimate
acceptance of the standard cosmological model was mostly due to
the success of the theory of nucleosynthesis in reproducing the ob-
served pattern of abundance of the light elements along with the
proof of the black body character of the CMBR.
i)Mpc = 3.26 ×106 Light Years
10
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Figure 1.1: Pie-diagram showing the hierarchial Structure of the
Universe as revealed by the Las Campanas Redshift Survey [3]
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For cosmic times larger than the Planck time ii)(tPl =M
−1
Pl = 10
−44
sec) gravitation can be described adequately by classical general
relativity. The (Null) experimental evidence ([4]-[7]) regarding the
anisotropy of the CBR (cosmic background radiation) allows one to
assume the cosmological principle i.e the universe is homogeneous
and isotropic (in the large scale). The four dimensional spacetime
in the universe is then simply described by the Robertson - Walker
metric [2]:
ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)
(
dr2
1− kr2 + r
2
(
dθ2 + sin2 φdφ2
))
where, r, θ, φ are the co-moving polar coordinates which are fixed for
objects that have no other motion other than the general expansion
of the universe, a(t) is the scale factor normalized to a0 = a(t0) = 0,
t0 is the present time and k is the scalar curvature. The instanta-
neous physical radial distance is given by :
R(t) = a(t)
∫ r
0
dr√
1− kr2
and the physical velocity of an object (with no peculiar velocity with
respect to the co-moving frame) then turns out to be
~V =
a˙
a
~R ≡ H(t)~R
where H(t) is the Hubble parameter. For a flat universe (k = 0)
the relationship between the physical vectors ~R and the co-moving
vectors ~r is simple revealed as ~R = a~r . The radius of curvature is
ii)The Planck Mass is the mass value obtained by appropriately combining
the fundamental constants G, c and and ~ to
√
~c
G
In Naturalized units,where
~ = c = 1, M−1
Pl
=
√
G.The Planck time is the time it takes light to travel a length
equal to the Compton wavelength of a Planck mass particle, i.e tPl =
√
G.
12
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given by
R2curv =
H−20
Ω0 − 1
whereH0 is the present value of the Hubble parameter (H0 = 100hKmS−1Mpc
−1
with 0.4 ≤ h ≤ 0.8) and Ω0 is the ratio of the energy density ρtot con-
tributed by all forms of matter and energy to present value of the
critical density ρcrit. In other words,
Ω0 =
∑
i
Ωi =
∑
i
ρi
ρcrit
=
ρtot
ρcrit
where ρi is the energy density contributed by the ith entity. The crit-
ical density, which appears in the above equation can be expressed
in terms of the the constants H0 and G in the following form –
ρcrit ≡ 3H
2
0
8πG
≃ 1.88h2 × 10−29g cm−3
and can as well be identified with the closure density. It follows
that one can set the scalar curvature k to zero if it is found that
Ω0 = 1.
The value of Ω0 is most reliably estimated from the anisotropy
of CBR (see [8, 9] and recent DASI observations [12]) (Fig.1.2) sug-
gest that its magnitude can be quoted as Ω0 = 1 ± 0.2iii). It is thus
most likely the case that we really live in a flat universe. The uni-
verse in its early stage of evolution is temperature dominated and
the temperature - time relationship in this era can be found from
the Friedman equations (with k = 0) (assuming adiabatic universe
evolution, i.e constant entropy in a co-moving volume ):
T 2 =
MPl
2(8πc/3)1/2t
iii)Ω0 = 1 is a requirement for the theory of Inflation[13]-[16]
13
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Figure 1.2: The power spectrum of CMB, as obtained by recent
experiments. The light curve is the one preffered by data and
corresponds to Ω0 = 1 [10].
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Figure 1.3: Hubble diagram based upon distances to super-
novae of type 1a (SNe1a). The slope of the line is the presently
accepted value of the Hubble constant H0 = 64Kms−1Mpc, [11]14
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and classically the beginning of time t = 0 coincides with T = ∞.
However, due to quantum effects, one can only say that the clas-
sical universe emerges at a cosmic time t ∼ tPl with a temperature
T ∼ MPl. The important events in the history of the universe are
summarized in table ( 1.1)
Time Temperature Event
10−37 sec 1016 GeV Gut group G breaks down to the
standard model gauge group
G→ GS = SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y
10−10 sec 100 GeV The Electroweak phase transition
GS → SU(3)c × U(1)em
10−6 sec 100 MeV QCD phase transition in which
quarks became bound into hadrons
180 sec 1 MeV Nucleosynthesis, protons and
neutrons begin to form nuclei
3000 year Equidensity Point,
matter begins to dominate over radiation.
200, 000 year 3000 K Decoupling of matter and radiation
and subsequent evolution of radiation
as independent component.
2× 108 year Structure formation starts
Table 1.1: Events in the history of the Universe
The scope of the present work necessarily excludes the events
that occurred before the cosmic Quark - Hadron phase transition
but addresses the cosmic history from the subsequent time (i.e
after 10−6 sec) to the current time (i.e 13× 109 years)
1.2.1 Dark Matter
The total contribution to Ω0 can be split up into the matter and
energy part
Ω0 = ΩM + ΩE
15
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(see Fig.1.4 - 1.5) The contribution of matter has been estimated
in various ways : a short summary is given in table (1.2), the gen-
erally accepted value being ΩM ≃ 0.4. The apparent contradiction
between the results Ω0 ≃ 1 and this value is attributed to a form of
a smooth dark energy component; the evidence for which is taken
from the accelerated expansion of the universe, as shown by the
Hubble diagrams (Fig.1.3) for several type Ia Supernovae (SNe Ia).
The energy density contributed by the CBR and the massless neu-
trinos are too small to figure significantly in this part (energy sec-
tor) of the energy budget. Turning one’s attention to the matter
sector one finds that the big-bang nucleosynthesis can provide the
most precise determination of the baryon density. Comparison of
the primeval abundances of D, 3He, 4He and 7Li with their big-bang
predictions defines a interval ΩBh2 = 0.007 − 0.024 or ΩB ≈ 0.05− 0.1
[17, 18, 19, 20]. For the most part then, the baryons are unable to
contribute significantly to the ΩM and thus, most of the matter in
the universe is dark.
There are actually two kinds of dark matter problems. The
baryons carry only up to 5% of the total budget - it is however dif-
ficult to fulfill even this meager amount by collecting the baryons
form all the visible stars (0.3 - 0.6 %) and hot intercluster gas (0.5
%). The nature of the remaining 90 % dark baryons is unknown :
this is the first dark matter problem. In this work we are however
concerned with the second problem in which one needs to account
for the remaining 35 % contribution to the matter density (cold
dark matter). The baryons that took part in nucleosynthesis are
excluded from this sector and so it appears that the only possi-
bilities are relic (non-baryonic) elementary particles left over from
the big bang. One needs to postulate the existence of long lived or
stable particles with very weak interactions so that their annihi-
16
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Figure 1.4: A basic summary of the matter/energy content of
the Universe. For a detailed account see fig. 1.5, below.
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Figure 1.5: A standard summary of the composition of the
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lations cease before their numbers are too small. The three most
discussed particles are a neutrino ( of mass 30 eV) [8], an axion
[21] of mass 10−5±1 eV and a neutralino [22] of mass between 50 -
500 GeV . These and the more exotic possibilities are invoked pri-
marily to cater to the viewpoint that CDM (Cold Dark Matter) must
be nonbaryonic (where the term nonbaryonic is usually taken as
synonymous with non participants in nucleosynthesis).
In the present work we present an alternative scenario for the
origin of dark matter. The most robust evidence for dark matter
is related to the nature of the rotation curve of spiral galaxies, in
which the velocities of some galactic component are plotted against
the distance from the galactic center. In practice one can obtain
the velocities of neutral hydrogen clouds using 21 cm emission.
The typical form of the curve appears as in Fig. 1.6. The mass
distribution of the galaxy can be inferred from the Newton’s law
of circular motion GM/r2 = v2/r. The linear rise of v(r) with r near
r = 0 show that the mass density is essentially constant there. After
this brief spell, it is seen that the velocities remain constant out as
far as can be measured. This implies that the density drops like
r−2 at large radius and that the mass M(r) ∝ r at large radii. Once
r becomes larger than the extent of mass contributed by luminous
stars (The luminosity radii) the velocities should drop like ∝ r−1/2,
but this behaviour is not seen. Thus the spiral galaxies seem to
contain matter in its dark halo beyond its visible limit. Study of
the Milky Way Galaxy show that it’s rotation curves are consistent
with a flat rotation curve with v = 220 km /sec all way out to 50
kpc, so that it is a typical spiral galaxy with a large dark halo [24].
Recent experimental findings on the gravitational lenses in the
halo of our galaxy have lend support to this fact. Using the cue that
the Standard Model of particle interaction allows the existence of
18
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objects which can contribute baryon numbers but do not partici-
pate in the process of nucleosynthesis we put forward a theory in
which the relationship of quasibaryonic objects to the dark mat-
ter content of the universe has been explored in some detail. This
issue is specifically addressed in Chap. 6.
Type of Analysis/Experiment Specific Value of ΩM
Gas to total mass ratio in rich clusters X Ray 0.3±0.05h− 12
S-Z 0.25±0.1h−1
Evolution of abundance of rich clusters with redshift 0.45±0.1
Outflow of material from voids >0.3
Evidence from structure formation 0.4
Power Spectrum 0.4
Mass to Light Ratio of Clusters 0.2±0.04
Table 1.2: Contribution of matter to Ω0
1.3 A Strange Universe ?
At the present moment, there is not enough experimental evidence
to suggest that strangeness is a key ingredient for the matter present
in the universe. Indeed, the local visible universe seems to be made
entirely out of nuclear matter. The protons and neutrons (which
form the majority of the baryons) readily form either tiny clumps
of matter in the form of atomic nuclei or very large and ultradense
conglomerates of neutron stars. There is a large “nuclear desert” in
the middle mass range of Fig. 1.7, where no form of nuclear matter
has been detected. All the more, as outlined above in Sec. 1.2, the
visible universe consisting of visible stars and hot intercluster gas
cannot even account for the full baryonic mass budget, which it-
self lends a very nominal quantity to the total matter density of the
universe. The Standard Model of particle interactions is consistent
19
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with the existence of new forms of matter in which stable entities
can form from the combination of the third quark flavor (strange
quark) with the two flavors (up and down) of quark matter found
in ordinary matter. There are however, important structural differ-
ences between the two forms of matter. The difference lies in the
content of the hadronic bags which hold the quarks free within the
bag like enclosures but do not allow them to escape (Fig.1.8).
Experience suggests that it is unlikely to find stable bags of
more than three up and down quarks. The deuteron, for example,
exists in a stable configuration, comprising two distinct quark bags
representing the proton and the neutron. If a quark bag capable
of holding all these six quarks had a lower energy than deuteron,
then the deuteron’s quarks would have spontaneously regrouped
themselves in this state and matter as we know it would not exist.
In 1971, A.R Bodmer [25] investigated the possibility of what might
happen if strange quarks were added to the quark bag of up and
down varieties and concluded that such forms of matter might ex-
ist as long-lived exotic forms of matter within compact stars, where
they would be compressed much more than ordinary nuclei. S.A
Chin and A.K. Kerman [26] and independently L.D McLerran and
J.D. Bjorken [27] put forward some general arguments why strange
matter should be stable, regardless of the possibility of the stabi-
lization under pressure. Their the main argument was that there
would be no empty states to receive the down quarks that would
result from the weak decay of the strange quark : this is the same
principle that explains why the neutron is stable inside nuclei but
decays into a proton in about 11 minutes outside the nuclei. In
nuclei, the long range electrostatic repulsion between the protons
will ultimately break it up, if the size grows beyond the attractive
range of the short range internuclear forces. In contrast the differ-
20
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ent quark flavors in a hadronic bag shares the energy equally, as
a result of which the up, down and strange quarks come in almost
equal numbers resulting in a (near) cancellation of charge.
The multi-quark hadronic bags are thus not subject to the size
restrictions which are imposed on a ordinary nucleus and can eas-
ily fill in the range of sizes between the nucleus and the neutron
star. The possibility of a strange universe, therefore, cannot be
ruled out. As outlined below, the strangeness can occur at various
scales, from forming heavier than usual isotopes of common ele-
ments, to larger strange ‘nuggets,’ compact stars composed largely
(or completely) of strange matter, to entire ’dark galaxies’.
The primary motivation for this work is therefore the exploration
of the possible astrophysical consequences of the occurrence of
this other kind of matter and its (close) encounter with the regular
nuclear matter objects, on this planet, as well as elsewhere in the
Universe.
1.3.1 Strange Quark Matter or quasibaryons
Our usual experience with ordinary matter, suggests that the var-
ious forms of nuclear matter (nucleons, hyperons and baryons)
show great stability. Such pure baryonic matter in the universe
appears to be composed entirely of up (u) and down (d) quarks and
held in stable configuration by strong interactions (nuclear forces).
The most stable chemical element with the least energy per baryon
(56Fe) is therefore the natural choice for the ground state of such
forms of matter. In the absence of any other form of matter in
which strong interactions play the key role, this ground state can
also be thought to be synonymous with the ground state of QCD
(Quantum Chromo Dynamics), since QCD is the framework for the
theory of strong interactions. In a seminal paper in 1984, how-
21
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ever, Edward Witten [28] put forward a conjecture that a system
of 3A up, down, and strange quarks with the number of u, d and
s quarks roughly same, can have a lower energy per baryon com-
pared to normal nuclear matter objects with mass number A. This
form of quasibayonic matter is known in the literature as Strange
Quark matter (SQM). The term quasibaryonic was coined by our-
selves [29] to imply that the quarks in this case would not form
individual baryons, but would have wave functions ranging over
the entire size of the system. It would still be possible to associate
mass numbers with these objects (Color must still be confined, so
it is still possible to talk about baryon number when discussing
such a system) in the sense that a SQM blob of mass number A
is actually a system of 3A quarks kept in a color neutral configu-
ration. This is also a system in which strong interactions play the
dominant role and would therefore represent a new ground state of
matter.
The above statement about the existence of an hitherto un-
known form of matter is known in the literature as the STRANGE
MATTER hypothesis. This assumption lies at the very foundation
of the current work. The hypothesis illustrates that SQM, rather
than nuclear matter, can very well represent the true ground state
of strongly interacting matter.
1.3.2 Properties of quasibaryons or SQM
In ordinary circumstances, normal nuclear matter does not decay
to this true QCD ground state because this would necessary re-
quire very high order weak processes in order to pass down to the
novel state, as strange quarks must be generated in abundance
from the u and d quarks; the timescale for the process being larger
than the age of the universe [28]. On the other hand, SQM will
22
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readily absorb neutrons, since their stability is enhanced as they
acquire larger mass numbers. They can therefore be distinguished
from other forms of matter in their exceptional stability and an in-
satiable appetite for neutrons. It has been found efficient to divide
the spectrum of strange matter into 3 categories arising mainly
from size considerations [30].
1. Bulk Strange Matter: Bulk strange matter is sufficiently large
(A ∼ 1044 or higher) and surface effects are usually small so
that they may be disregarded in the first approximation. This
is a system of free Fermi gas of 3A u, d and s quarks held in a
quark bag which separates the collection from the vacuum by
a phase boundary. The system has been found to be stable at
zero temperature and pressure. The presence of the strange
matter is an essential ingredient, as a system of u and d quark
matter is known to be energetically unstable relative to the
nuclear matter. It is only the presence of an extra third Fermi
well (Fig.1.9)that can actually reduce the energy of a three fla-
vor system relative to a two flavor system. Ideally, the system
is large enough so that one may not consider the surface ef-
fects at all. Bulk strange matter is also electrically neutral as
the number of the quark flavors are identical and the charge
cancellations are near perfect (2
3
nu − 13nd − 13ns vanishes when
nu = nd = ns). The charge cancellations in the above sense are
actually perfect in the case when masses of the three quark
varieties are equal, even when they are not, electrons ensure
local charge neutrality (since the strange quark is heavier than
the up and down varieties, there will be a net positive charge
in the absence of electrons). Weak interactions maintain equi-
23
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librium in the system through flavor conversions like :
d↔ u+ e− + ν¯e
s↔ u+ e− + ν¯e
u+ s↔ d+ u
The neutrinos generated in such reactions leave the system
and are not ascribed any chemical potential. The model of
bulk strange matter is useful because it can describe the nat-
urally occurring quasibaryonic systems like strange stars and
provides a limit which must hold for any model of SQM when
the dimensions of the system tends to infinity. The model con-
tains three free parameters, the Bag Constant B representing
an external pressure that keeps the system bound, the mass
of the strange quark mS and the strong coupling αS. The Bag
constant B is essentially identical to the B used in the MIT
Bag model and is a parametrization of the long range QCD
confinement force, being the difference between the perturba-
tive and the nonperturbative vacua. The overall conclusion
of such strange matter models is that bulk strange matter is
stable over a certain region in the three dimensional param-
eter space (B,mS, , αS) . Strange matter can actually exist in
a stable configuration if the values allowed by the model are
consistent with the real world. The real-world values of the
parameters are obtained from bag model fits to light hadron
spectra. The renormalization point of the bag models is un-
known, so neither αS nor mS can be meaningfully compared.
While it is not possible to compare the ’windows of stability‘
for strange matter to known values of the parameters αS, mS
and B, the windows are quite large. It is therefore extremely
24
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likely that bulk strange quark matter is bound and stable.
2. Medium sized strange nuggets: These nuggets have A ≤ 107
and the models used to describe such objects are more de-
tailed and take finite size effects into accounts. Strange quark
matter in the medium range is still large enough to be treated
as a Fermi gas, but small enough that effects relating to its fi-
nite size must be considered. The radius of such a strangelet
is of the order of few 100’s of fm, which is less than the Comp-
ton wavelength of an electron. As a consequence, unlike bulk
strange matter, electrons will not be found within strangelets
and the strangelet therefore acquires a net positive charge.
The electrons will now be found ‘orbiting’ the strangelet as in
an atom. As a result, coulomb forces within the strangelet
may no longer be neglected.
3. Very small strangelets: These resemble the isotopes of super-
heavy elements in their mass. The study of such small strangelets
mainly arose from the desire to explore a form of strange mat-
ter that can arise out from the collisions of the heaviest nuclei
at the highest attainable energies. The models of bulk strange
matter with surface effects are not suitable for their descrip-
tion, as one must take into account the possibility of forma-
tion of shell structure in their energy levels. The model begins
by filling the energy levels in a bag, one quark at a time, min-
imizing the energy each time with respect to flavor. The bag
radius is adjusted to balance a constant external pressure
B. As the quarks are non-interacting, it is possible to ignore
the perturbative QCD corrections. Ignoring coulomb interac-
tions is also acceptable, since Z will typically be very small
for these small A systems. This approach yields a relation-
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ship between the energy per baryon (number) vs the baryon
number, and reveals a shell structure analogous to nuclear
structure. At first the quark bag begins to get filled by mass-
less non-strange quarks. Soon the Fermi energy of the system
becomes large enough compared to the strange quark mass so
that it becomes energetically favorable to add massive strange
quarks. At some future point the system will again become
favorable for the acceptance of the non-strange quarks and
the differential variation of the strange and non-strange levels
with the radius of the bag produces level crossings at some
A where the strange quarks transform into strange quarks.
There are also some values of A where the ε drops rapidly : at
these points the decrease in energy from emitting a baryon is
insufficient to offset the energy needed to climb out of the dip.
The increased stability is a signature of the shell closure at
these values of A. It is, in fact, possible to identify a sequence
of magic numbers (See Fig.1.10) at A = 6, 18, 24, 42, 54, 60, 84, 102
etc for low s quark masses, something strongly reminiscent of
nuclear physics. For larger s quark masses, it becomes more
favorable to use u and d quarks instead of strange quarks,
and these magic numbers change. The energy per baryon ap-
proaches the bulk limit when A→∞.
The vulnerability of such a small strangelet depends on their
mass (related to their mode of production) and type of inter-
action in which they participate : to pass from one stable
configuration to another, the time scales required are of the
order of the weak interaction time scale and, in general larger
A implies greater stability (provided these objects are not big
enough to have become medium sized nuggets). Thus, for ex-
ample, stability of strangelets is of much concern in Heavy Ion
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experiments (being governed by strong interaction time scale),
while it is almost guaranteed for collisions of strangelets in
the terrestrial atmosphere (The time delay between successive
collisions is large enough so that they have enough time to
switch over to one of such stable configurations).
1.4 SQM and the missing matter
The naturally occurring strangelets (A ∼ 1044) could have been
formed in the early evolutionary phase of the universe. In the very
same paper [28] where Witten discussed the possible existence of
stable multi-quark bags stabilized by strangeness, he had raised
the possibility that the missing mass of the universe can be ac-
counted for by SQM. In the following we present a brief synopsis
of the original work – it must be mentioned here that although the
essence of the agreement remain unaltered, later works have ex-
amined various related aspects in greater length and depth and
the numbers quoted here are purely of historical significance. We
discuss some more recent works in Chap. 6.
Witten’s description of the process begins in the very early uni-
verse (row 3, table : 1.1) when the universe undergoes a a first
order phase transition in the early Universe from a high tempera-
ture state of quasi-free iv) light quarks to a state of hadronic matter
(The cosmic QCD Phase Transition). The Latent heat released dur-
ing the first order phase transition holds the temperature to the
steady value of Tc allowing low temperature bubbles of hadronic
matter (Fig.1.11) to form. As the Universe expands, these bub-
bles grow as they absorb energy from their surroundings. At some
iv)in the sense that they are free to roam inside the bag, without having to be
confined in individual hadronic bags
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point the lower energy ‘bubbles’ will percolate, and soon after, it is
the high energy regions that form bubbles. As the Universe con-
tinues to expand, the high energy free quark bubbles continue to
give off energy. This release of energy may take two forms. If it
comes from evaporation, i.e. the release of hadrons into the low
temperature region, then the bubbles will continue to shrink until
they disappear. If instead they lose energy via neutrino emission,
the baryon number inside the bubble will remain constant while
energy is released. The bubbles will continue to shrink in size, in-
creasing the baryon density. Eventually the excess baryons inside
will produce a pressure to resist further contraction. These lumps
can now accommodate between 80% - 99% of all the baryon ex-
cess of the universe, but are only about 10−6 cm - 5 cm in radius
and their mass lies somewhere between 109 − 1018 gms v). In or-
der for these lumps vi) to survive they could not be composed of
normal matter (quark matter is unstable without strange quarks),
but instead would be composed of strange quark matter. But since
these nuggets are so small, they would scatter very little light and
would be impossible to observe directly. They would be exception-
ally bright candidates for dark matter, being non participants in
nucleosynthesis. After the pioneering work by Witten, E. Farhi and
R.L Jaffe [31] have shown that the chunks of the SQM could be
stable for a much larger range of sizes than predicted by Witten.
R Riisagar and J. Madsen [32] found that the primordial quark
nuggets had to be made of more than 1023 quarks if their existence
were to be consistent with both the calculated amount of missing
dark matter and the observed abundance of light isotopes.
v)Recent theories suggest larger sizes but hardly alters any of the following
conclusions.
vi)Henceforth referred to as SQNs or Strange Quark Nuggets.
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1.4.1 Strange Quark Nuggets from secondary sources
The collisions of primordial nuggets and the mergers resulting from
such events might also lead to strangelets of larger size. It is also
possible that deep inside the neutron star, extreme densities and
pressure might have triggered the conversion of nuclear matter to
strange quark matter - it works in the following way. As mentioned
above, non strange quark matter is unstable at zero pressure. The
pressure inside a neutron star can make it possible to make the
energies lower by few 10’s of MeV per nucleon at which point sta-
ble quark matter begins to form. However as soon as a small core
of stable quark matter is formed, it can become more stable by
converting some of the light quarks to strange quarks and grow
by absorbing the surrounding nucleons, facing no Coulomb barri-
ers in their way. In such cases the quark cores should be able to
convert the whole star into a (strange) quark star, providing a con-
temporary source of strange matter. Even a droplet of SQM falling
into a neutron star can initiate this conversion and can convert it
into a quark star. The resulting star would be much more compact
since it will be bound by intrinsic quark forces. It is imperative, in
this situation, to figure out what the resulting size of the strange
star is going to be. Quantitative estimates to this query have been
obtained using the solution to the TOV equations of hydrodynam-
ics with an assumed equation of state. We, on the other hand, tried
to develop an analytic procedure based on the quark mass density
dependent model (QMDD). The QMDD model was first proposed by
Fowler, Raha and Weiner [33] to provide a dynamical description of
confinement. In this model the quality of confinement is mimicked
through the requirement that the mass of the quark becomes in-
finitely large as the volume increases to infinity, holding the energy
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density constant and is summarized in the effect
mq =
B
3nB
ms = ms0 +
B
3nB
where mq is the (density-dependent) mass of the u and d quarks,
ms is the (density-dependent) mass of the strange quark, ms0 is
the (nonzero) free mass of the strange quark, B is the Bag con-
stant or the vacuum energy density within the bag and nB is the
baryon number density. With this model, the standard technique
of balancing the gravitational attraction to the quark degeneracy
pressure remains applicable even in the case of quark stars com-
posed of massless u and d quarks, as these quarks are able to get
their masses from the density effects. We discuss the application
of these ideas in chapter 6
1.4.2 Experimental searches for strange matter.
The search for quasibaryons, the living fossils of the early universe,
is an important activity in the field of QCD and astrophysics. It nec-
essarily has strong theoretical and experimental perspectives and
the search for them is currently an active experimental pursuit
that spans over diverse zones like the Milky Way Halo, The Earth’s
crust, Geophysical specimens (meteorites), High altitude stations,
Weather balloons and accelerators for heavy ion collisions. It is
unfortunately a nontrivial task to distinguish between SQM and
normal hadronic dust, since SQM constitute a new form of mat-
ter and not a specific type of particle having a definite mass ; the
sole criterion for distinction in this case being the extremely small
charge to mass ratio of the strangelets in comparison to nuclear
particles.
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To find evidence for strange quark matter there are mainly four
places of choice.
1. The Earth’s crust and rock samples: The idea that the SQM
would have left their trace in the crust material was first advo-
cated by A.D Rujula and S.L Glashow [34] . According to them
there can be three possible consequences, depending on the
size of the strangelets vii):
(a) 107 < 3A < 1014 : These particles (nuclearites) would be
slowed down and stopped by earth and could reveal them-
selves as
i. Unusual meteoritic events caused by nuclearites trav-
eling with tremendous velocities compared to usual
meteorites and penetrating large depths of the atmo-
sphere without burning off, making their way to the
ground.
ii. Earthquakes with special signatures characteristic of
a point source and almost total absence of surface
waves (since most of the energy loss is supposed to
take place in the mantle rather than the crust, since
the nuclearite traverses the Earth in less than a minute).
iii. peculiar tracks in ancient mica
(b) 3A > 1023 : They would pass through the earth leaving no
traces.
(c) 3A < 107 : They might remain embedded in meteoritic or
crustal material.
2. Heavy Ion Collisions : We have already discussed the prospect
of production of strange quark blobs in experiments [35] in-
vii)See also Sect. 2.1
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volving massive ion beams. Such experiments however, to
date have no success to report. It seems that the main diffi-
culty associated with the production of strangelets is that the
strangelets produced in Heavy Ion Collisions will have very lit-
tle time (governed by the time scale of strong interactions) to
settle down on a stable configuration through their interac-
tion. viii) Their sizes would necessarily be very small (depend-
ing on the share of the incident energy density it will receive).
However If they are detected, they can be resolved and dis-
cerned from other particles through a mass spectrometer on
the basis of their extremely small charge-to-mass ratio.
3. The Atmosphere : Strangelets, generated from collisions be-
tween strange ‘neutron’ stars can also be set off in motion
to be (possibly) revealed as exotic cosmic ray events with ex-
tremely small charge to mass ratios (Z/A << 1). Numerical
simulations of head-on collisions of neutrons stars suggest
that as much as 13% of the total mass of the system might
be ejected [36]. These potentially relativistic strangelets would
eventually be impingent upon the Earth’s atmosphere. Even if
such collisions are rare, binary systems may eject some mass
during mass transfer; they can also result from the decay of
binary systems. These strangelets would have to overcome
the effect of the magnetic field imposed by the earth in order
to come down to the level of mountain altitudes, where they
can be detected using a ground based large array of passive
solid state detectors. It is also possible to find the evidence for
strangelets in balloon borne experiments using active / pas-
viii)In contrast, the strange nuggets which appear in the early history of the
universe gets enough opportunity in the cosmological scale,to stabilize through
weak interactions.
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sive detectors, but since the incidence rate of these objects
is very small, the probability of detection must be extremely
small. Nevertheless the balloon experiments are the first of
these kind of experiments which showed the signature of ex-
otic particles which match the charge to mass signature of the
strangelets.
4. The Outskirts of our galaxy: Gravitational microlensing tech-
nique has arrived as a powerful tool for exploring the struc-
ture of our galaxy. The idea of microlensing rests upon the
fact that the light from a distant star is lensed and form a ring
around a massive object that is near and lies along along the
line of sight of the observer (Fig. 1.12).
In the more likely case in which the massive object is slightly
displaced from the line of sight, it will form a double image of
the distant star, separated by a small angle. In the usual case
this angular shift is too small to be resolved since the lens
masses are in the stellar mass range and distances to the
lenses are the order of galactic lengths. In this case, however,
the image of the star will appear to brighten up, since light
from both images will pour into it. These observations reveal
the size and the mass (Experimentally found to be ∼ M⊙) of
the lenses, which can then be used to judge between possi-
ble physical candidates for the lens objects. The experiments
have the potential to reveal objects which are not available
for luminous interception and can reveal the nature of dark
matter present in our galaxy.
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Figure 1.6: Schematic diagram for the rotation curve of typical
spiral galaxies.
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Figure 1.7: In between the heaviest elements and neutron stars,
there is a large range of atomic weights which does not contain any
known forms of matter ; this stretch can easily be filled with SQM
[23].
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Figure 1.8: Various combinations of quarks in hadrons. The light-
est two, up and down are needed to make up ordinary matter. The
strange quark has so far been found only in unstable particles. In
ordinary nuclear matter, the individual hadrons retain their iden-
tity. According to Witten’s [28] conjecture, stable multiquark bags,
in which the individual hadronic bounderies have dissolved, may
exist as a more stable form of matter.
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Figure 1.9: The presence of an extra Fermi well reduces the energy
of a three flavor system relative to a two flavour system.
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Figure 1.10: The Energy per baryon Vs. the atomic number A for
strangelets in a shell model calculation with B = 1454 MeV. The
different curves represent the values of the strange quark mass (0
- 300 MeV). The peaks represent magic numbers or the values of
A for which the stability is enhanced with respect to neighbouring
atomic numbers [30].
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Figure 1.11: The evolution of hadrons through bubble nucleation
in the early universe according to Witten [28]
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Einstein Ring
Earth
Figure 1.12: Since Light rays are bent when they pass close to
a massive object, light from a distant source may be focussed by
a closer object to producing a sudden brightening. If the smaller
object’s path takes it precisely in front of the other one, the image
formed by the "gravitational lens" is a circular ring, referred to as
an "Einstein Ring.
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1.5 The outline of this thesis
In this work the content is arranged in the following manner. In
Chap. 2 we propose a basic model of propagation of small lumps of
strange matter through the terrestrial atmosphere. The model re-
lies strongly on the peculiar properties of SQM. On the basis of this
model we discuss the origin of a class of exotic cosmic ray events
(characterized by very low charge to mass ratios) and show that it is
possible to relate these events to the passage of small strangelets
through the terrestrial atmosphere. The elementary model intro-
duced in this chapter is extended in several ways in Chap. 3 in or-
der to deal with the problem in a more satisfactory way and leads
to results which appear to be in close agreement to the few experi-
mental data available in this field. In Chap. 5 we examine the (pos-
sible) existence of a maximum mass limit for quark stars from an
analytical standpoint on the basis of the density dependent quark
mass model. Finally, in Chap. 6 we try to unfold a connection be-
tween the existence of massive gravitational lenses in the halo of
our galaxy to the local density of dark matter by asserting that the
lenses are made of coalesced quasibaryonic matter.
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CHAPTER 2
Strange dust in cosmic rays
In this chapter we will first consider a few cases in which exotic
events were registered in cosmic ray experiments (2.1). It is always
difficult to accommodate any of these events within a conventional
framework of propagation of cosmic nuclei through the terrestrial
atmosphere : we discuss these problems in Sec. 2.2 and finally, in
Sec. 2.3 examine a new model of strangelet propagation, proposed
recently by us [1].
2.1 Existing reports of exotic fragments
There have been several reports of exotic nuclear fragments, with
highly unusual charge to mass ratio, in cosmic ray experiments. In
the following, several such events are listed, from the least to the
most recent. In 1978, an event (Price’s Event, [2]) was identified
with Z ∼ 46 and A ∼ 1000 and was looked upon as a possible
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candidate for a magnetic monopole at that time. Around this time,
the Centauro cosmic ray events [3] detected in emulsion exposures
taken at Mt. Chacaltaya by the Brazil-Japan collaboration, raised
great interest. These events were observed at atmospheric depths
∼ 500 gm / cm2 and accompanied by hundreds of baryons and
almost no π0 or γ.
In 1990 Saito et. al [4] analyzed the data of an 1981 balloon
borne experiment which carried Cerenkov and Scintillation coun-
ters and claimed to have identified two events which were consis-
tent with A ∼ 370 and Z ∼ 14 and could not be explained within
conventional premises. In Fig. 2.1 these two events are shown in a
Z vs A plot. In order to accentuate the highly unusual character-
istics of the deviants, the two events are shown alongwith for few
normal nuclei like Fe, Pb and U.
In 1984, De Rújula and Glashow [6] considered the possibility of
detecting large lumps of SQM, called "nuclearites", of A < 1015 and
Z "well beyond any published periodic table". Their main conclu-
sions have been presented briefly in the introduction (Sec. 1.4.2).
Among the indications of these events, they considered the possi-
bility of observing visible light produced through ionization of the
atmosphere as well as epilinear seismographic events, along with
the possibility of finding visible signatures of their tracks on an-
cient mica. It is interesting to note that Anderson et al [7] analysed
over 1 million seismic data recorded during the period 1990-1993,
in search for an passage of a nuclearite through the mantle of the
Earth and have tentatively identified one of them as a possible can-
didate event.
In 1993 Ichimura et al [9] reported an event called the ‘exotic
track’ event with Z ∼ 20 and A ∼ 460. The report was based on
an analysis of a 1989 balloon borne experiment using solid state
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Figure 2.1: Z vs A relationship for SQM as given in [5] . The Z-A
relationship for normal nuclei is shown for comparison.
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nuclear track detectors (CR39).
There have been several other reports of events with A ∼ 350 -
500 and Z ∼ 10 - 20 in cosmic ray experiments [2, 8, 9, 10, 11], the
so-called exotic cosmic ray events. In the following table (Tab. 2.1)
we present a synopsis of the events in this range of charge and
mass. All these events carry the signature of small charge to mass
ratios (Z/A << 1) characteristic of SQM (1.4.2).
Although these observations come from different groups, the
existence of such objects cannot yet be taken as confirmed, due to
various experimental uncertainties like switch between gondolas,
ambiguities associated with the calibration of Cerenkov counter
output, detector noises, dead time etc, in the different experiments.
These events, thus, are, at best, candidate events, although, in
spite of that, it is important to understand what they could be, if
they are eventually confirmed.
Event Mass Charge
Counter Experiments ([8]) 350-450 14
Exotic Track([9]) 460 20
Price’s Event([2]) 1000 46
Balloon Experiments([10]-[11]) 370 14
Table 2.1: Summary of some exotic cosmic ray events
2.2 Problems related to propagation
In all the events discussed in the above section (2.1) the primary
difficulty seems to the extent of penetration of these seemingly
heavy nuclei in the terrestrial atmosphere, since all the events
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were observed near (or slightly higher than) mountain altitudes.
The cross sections of normal nuclides in this mass range would
be too large for escaping the fate of catastrophic collision with
the air nuclei before being intercepted unhampered into a detector
(Fig. 2.2,panel A). In the following we discuss the evolution of the
ideas leading to the interpretation of these objects as strangelets.
In [12] Bjorken and McLerran ruled out the possibility of a high
Z primary nuclei as the source of the Centauro event mainly on the
above ground (unusually high penetration) and the fact that the
mean transverse momentum of the secondaries were much higher
than the value typical of nuclear fragmentation. In order for an
object to reach comparable altitudes they assumed the object to be
glob of nuclear matter of an unusual type with density ∼ 30 - 100
times that of ordinary nuclear matter and radius 3 - 5 times smaller
than ordinary nuclei. The cross-section of the object would thus
be much smaller (Fig. 2.2, panel B) compared to usual nuclides
in this mass range and would face little difficulty in reaching the
atmospheric depths at which they had been observed. This will be
favored all the more if the binding energies of the components of
this peculiar nuclei were larger compared to conventional nuclear
matter.
Compressed to such high densities, the constituents of the glob
would be in a quark matter phase (Sec.1.3). In their model of prop-
agation, the glob, on its way down the atmosphere, collides with
air nuclei and gets heated up. It subsequently tries to get rid of the
additional energy so acquired, either by the radiation of mesons
or evaporation of the baryons. The fate of the glob depends cru-
cially on its region of metastability : it explodes if the region of
metastability extends only to a baryon number Ncrit. On the other
hand, the glob can propagate all the way down until it has fully
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evaporated if it happens to be stable right upto Ncrit → 1. In this
case if the binding energy per nucleon decreases with decreasing
N (due to the aforesaid radiation / evaporation) then the nuclei
can explode if a central collision with an air nucleus imparts suf-
ficient energy to the glob which is getting more and more loosely
bound with time. However, if the energy per nucleon increases on
evaporation, the glob can land safely on the terrestrial soil. It is
clear that the most essential ingredient in the above model is the
region of metastability of the globs. The quark matter globs were
speculated to be (meta)stabilized by the presence of a fractionally
charged free quark which might help compress the baryons to the
required high density. This led to an unacceptable flux of quarks
at the sea level together with an unacceptable rate for horizontal
air showers. A slight variant of this model is capable of reducing
the flux of globs at the sea level compared with the previous model
but remains incompatible with the rate of horizontal air showers.
The above discussion serves to highlight the difficulties encoun-
tered in the interpretation of the exotic cosmic ray events along
conventional lines. Another issue is that, unlike the above event,
most other exotic events of the type given in table 2.1 were non-
explosive and could not be dealt with properly within a fireball
scenario. The requirement of metastability was also a stringent
one, and this has led to various speculations on the composition
of these quark blobs; e.g Chin and Kerman [13] proposed the exis-
tence of metastable multiquark states of large strangeness within
the framework of the MIT bag model [14]. The existence of such ob-
jects has been postulated by other authors [15] too, but the seminal
work of Witten [16] in 1984 provided the theoretical basis for the
study of SQM (referred to in the following as strangelets) within the
framework of QCD. We have already discussed part of this frame-
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work in the introduction (1.3.1) leading to a classification of the
SQM in three mass groups (1.3.2). In the light of the prior discus-
sion it seems natural to associate some of the events in Table. 2.1
with strangelets since the rather unusual e/m << 1 ratios which
appear in the table seems to be well correlated with the theoretical
estimates for e/m of strangelets [17].
In spite of this, no consensus has yet emerged primarily be-
cause of ambiguities related to the mechanism of propagation of
these objects through the terrestrial atmosphere. For example if
a strangelet with baryon number A ∼ 1000 appears at the top of
the atmosphere, there would be a serious problem with its pene-
trability through the atmosphere, as the exotic events are observed
at quite low altitudes. One can assume arbitrarily that their geo-
metric cross sections are quite small (as in above). This conclusion
seems to be rather artificial because there is no compelling theo-
retical reason to believe that the mass-radius relation for SQN’s to
be much different from normal nuclides – at least not as dramatic
as suggested in [10]–[11] since the density of SQM is believed to be
not much large than ordinary nuclear matter [16].
As a way out of the situation Wilk et al. [18, 19, 20] and others
(e.g [21]) proposed a mechanism by which the strangelets will be
able to cover great atmospheric depths without having to rely on an
atypically small cross section. They explored the fate of strangelets
of initial masses of the order of 103 a.m.u. incident on the up-
per layers of the atmospherei). The main assumption was that the
mass and hence the cross sections of such strangelets decrease
rapidly due to their collisions with air molecules in their downward
journey. In particular, they assumed that a mass equal to that of
i)These are medium sized strangelets, according to the classification given in
1.3.2
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the nucleus of an atmospheric atom (A ∼ 14.5) is ripped off from
the strangelet in every such encounter, as if the atmospheric atom
drills a bore through the strangelet (See Fig. 2.2, panel C). This
model is characterized by a critical mass mcrit such that when the
mass of the strangelet evolving out of an initially large strangelet
drops below the above critical limit, it simply evaporates into neu-
trons; this happens when the separation energy dE/dA becomes
larger than the mass of a baryon. In other words, the condition
dE
dA
∣∣∣∣
mcrit
> mn
would fix the lower limit of the altitude upto which a strangelet
would be able to penetrate (Fig. 2.3).
Let us reiterate the basic conclusions that can be derived from
the earlier works (Fig.2.2). Firstly, strangelets observed at the
mountain altitudes typically have masses around 300 to 450 and
charge between 10 to 20. But the experimental results obtained
till date are inconclusive and hence they do not impose a strict
bound on the mass and charge of strangelets that can be observed
in future experiments. Secondly, although the correlation between
penetrability and geometric cross sections is usually valid for ordi-
nary nuclei, the same cannot be easily extrapolated to the case of
strangelets since these massive objects are very tightly bound and
are not expected to break up as a result of nuclear collisions. In-
deed, in a typical interaction between a strangelet and the nucleus
of an atmospheric atom, it is more probable for the strangelet to ab-
sorb neutrons so that the colliding nucleus, and not the strangelet,
is likely to break up most of the time. Hence the scheme proposed
in [18], namely that the mass of a strangelet decreases in every en-
counter, seems to be unrealistic. In a realistic model of propagation
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Actual depth of atmosphere penetrated
Usual scenario Large mass
but small c.s
Proposed by Wilk et al.
(A) (B) (C)
Large mass
Medium mass
Small mass
Figure 2.2: Picture to illustrate the difficulty in the propaga-
tion of strangelets. Panel C shows the solution proposed by
Wilk et al.
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one also has to consider the effect of the geomagnetic field which
can act on a charged strangelet. Specifically, for medium to small
sized strangelets (see Sec. 1.3.2) the charge on the strangelet will
make the strangelet travel in twisted paths, increasing the effec-
tive length of the path and making the globs disappear long before
mountain altitudes are reached if the cross-sections decrease ac-
cording to the above prescription.
In the next section an alternative scheme will be introduced
which attempts to include the above factors in consideration, spe-
cially for small sized strangelets.
2.3 A new model for propagation
The alternative scheme is based on the following premises :
1. The collision of a lump of SQM with ordinary matter results in
the absorption of the neutrons from the colliding nucleus, as
a result of which the mass of the strangelet increases in every
collision and it becomes more tightly bound (Fig.2.4).
2. The initial masses of the strangelets are assumed to be small
in order to obtain final baryon numbers which are nearly
equal to the observed ones at mountain altitudes. The dis-
cussion in the preceding chapter indicates that it is quite pos-
sible to have stable lumps of SQM with low mass numbers ii).
This would also facilitate a somewhat larger flux in the cosmic
rays.
3. The speed, and hence the kinetic energy of these particles,
must be such that they would arrive at a distance of 25 km
ii)These would fall in the class of very small strangelets (1.3.2)
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above the sea level, surmounting the geomagnetic effects. We
start with such an altitude since the atmospheric density above
25 km is low enough to be neglected. The charge of the
strangelet is also fixed by this assumption, corresponding to
a certain strangeness fraction.
The simple assumptions proposed above give a picture more
or less in accord with the observation of the propagation of the
exotic nuclei in the atmosphere, which can give useful indications
of the type of things to be expected in an actual experiment. The
description of the model is given next. We consider a situation
in which a strangelet with a low baryon number enters the upper
layers (∼ 25 Km from the sea level) of the atmosphere. To arrive at
this point, a charged particle must possess a speed determined by
the formula (see, e.g, [22]).
pc
Ze
≥ M
r2o
cos4ϑ(√
1 + cos3ϑ+ 1
)2 (2.1)
where M is the magnetic dipole moment of the Earth, ro the radius
of the Earth and ϑ is the (geomagnetic) latitude of the point of ob-
servation (∼ 30o, which might represent a location in north eastern
India). p and Ze represent the momentum and charge, respectively,
of the particle. The magnetic field of the Earth is taken to be equiv-
alent to that due to a magnetic dipole of momentM = 8.1× 1022J/T ,
located near the centre of the earth, the dipole axis pointing North-
South. We have fixed the mass, initial speed and charge to be 64
amu, 6.6× 107m per sec and 2 (electron charge), respectively, at the
initial altitude of 25 km.
In the course of its journey, the strangelet comes in contact with
air molecules, mainly N2. During such collisions, the strangelet ab-
sorbs neutrons from some of these molecules, as a result of which
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Alternate picture proposed 
by authors.
A ~ 64
q ~ 2
Initial values.
Figure 2.4: An alternate scheme, proposed by us, for the prop-
agation of very small strangelets.
Figure 2.5: Variation of mass of the strangelet with altitude,
according to our scheme.The arrow corresponds to an altitude
of 3.6 km from the sea level.
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it becomes more massive. The effect of such encounters is summa-
rized in the formula
dmS
dh
=
f ×mN
λ
(2.2)
where mS is the mass of the strangelet, mN the total mass of the
neutrons in the atmospheric atom, λ the mean free path of the
strangelet in the atmosphere and h the path length traversed. (It
should be emphasized here that the strangelets would preferen-
tially absorb neutrons, as protons would be coulomb repelled. Nonethe-
less the strangelet can absorb some protons in the initial phase of
the descent, when the relative velocity between the strangelet and
the air molecule is large. Thus, in this phase, both the mass and
the charge of the strangelet will increase, while in the later phase
the charge absorption is expected to become strongly inhibited. We
do not address this issue in the present chapter iii) for the sake of
simplicity, although it can be readily seen that the rate of increase
in mass would obviously be faster than that in charge.) In the
above equation, λ depends both on h, which determines the den-
sity of air molecules and the instantaneous mass of the strangelet,
which relates to the interaction cross section. The mean free path
decreases as lower altitudes are reached since the atmosphere be-
comes more dense and the collision frequency increases. Finally
the factor f determines the fraction of neutrons that are actually
absorbed out of the total number of neutrons in the colliding nu-
cleus. The expression for this factor has been determined by geo-
metric considerations [23] and is given by
f =
3
4
(1− ν)1/2
(
1− µ
ν
)2
− 1
3
[
3(1− ν)1/2 − 1
](1− µ
ν
)3
(2.3)
iii)We do address this issue in the next chapter
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Figure 2.6: Variation of altitude with time. The arrow corresponds
to an altitude of 3.6 km from the sea level.
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In eqn(2.3), µ = b
R1+R2
and ν = R1
R1+R2
where b is the impact pa-
rameter. R1 and R2 are the radii of the strangelet and the nucleus
of the atmospheric atom, respectively. f is initially small but grows
larger and reaches the limiting value 1 when the strangelet grows
more massive.
The above considerations lead us to a set of differential equa-
tions of the form
d~v
dt
= −~g + q
mS
(
~v × ~B
)
− ~v
mS
dmS
dt
(2.4)
In eqn(2.4), −~g represents the acceleration due to gravity, ~B is the
terrestrial magnetic field, q = Ze and ~v represents the velocity of
the strangelet. These equations were solved by the 4th order Runge
Kutta Method for the set of initial conditions described above.
The results are shown in figs. 2.5 – 2.9. Figure 2.6 shows
the variation of Altitude with time, the zero of time being at 25
km. The time required to reach a place which is about 3.6 km
above the sea level (height of a typical north east Indian peak like
‘Sandakphu’, where an experiment to detect strangelets in cosmic
rays using a large detector array is being set up [24]) is indicated
in the figure. The next figure (Fig.2.7) shows the change of the
mass of the strangelet with time and figure 2.5 shows the growth
of the strangelet mass with altitude. It can be seen from the figures
that the expected mass at the aforementioned altitude comes out
to be about 340 amu or so. Figure 2.8 shows the variation of the
mean free time with altitude. The mean free time at all positions
are more than the time scale for weak interactions (10−8 sec) so
that the strangelet gets enough time to stabilize and adjust itself
to new baryon number configurations. Finally, figure 2.9 shows
the variation of β = v/c with time, showing that the speed of the
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Figure 2.7: Variation of mass with time. The time indicated by the
arrow is the time taken to reach an altitude 3.6 km from the sea
level, starting from 25 km.
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Figure 2.8: Change of mean free time with altitude.
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strangelets decrease as they grow more massive.
In this chapter we have advocated a dynamical model of the
propagation of strangelets through the terrestrial atmosphere. It is
based strongly on the characteristic property of SQM which is re-
sponsible for regarding objects made of similar stuff as the ground
state of QCD. It is realistic enough to include the difference in the
interaction process which is expected when SQM and not ordinary
nuclei, collide with atmospheric nuclei. The effects of Earth’s grav-
itational and magnetic fields are included in the equations of mo-
tion so that it is possible to derive meaningful information directly
from the resulting trajectory. The main conclusion of the model
is that the exotic cosmic ray events with very small Z / A ratios
at mountain altitudes could result from SQM droplets which need
not be large initially. Thus the flux of the strangelets may be ap-
preciable enough to make their detection by a large area detector
at mountain altitudes a real possibility.
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Figure 2.9: Change of β = v/c of the strangelet with time.
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CHAPTER 3
Energy loss of fast strangelets
In the previous chapter we have proposed a dynamical model for
the propagation of strangelets of low mass numbers through the
terrestrial atmosphere, where the stability of SQM plays a very im-
portant role. In that model the mass of the strangelet increases
when it undergoes a collision with atmospheric atoms during the
course of the journey. Using straightforward geometrical consid-
erations, it has been shown [1] that the strangelet can grow from
A = 64 amu to A ∼ 340 amu by the time it reaches an altitude
∼ 3.5 km, the altitude of a typical mountain peak with adequate
accessibility for setting up a large detector array. This remarkable
possibility makes it imperative to explore the consequences of this
novel mechanism with greater care.
The basic model proposed earlier is summarized in the equation
of motion eqn. 2.4. While the first two terms in this equation have
obvious significance, the third term accounts for the deceleration of
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the strangelet due to its peculiar interaction with the air molecules;
strangelets can readily absorb matter and become more strongly
bound, unlike the normal nuclear fragments which tend to break
up [2]. In this chapter the basic formalism will be extended [3, 4]
in several ways, elaborated in the following section.
3.1 A more refined model
In the earlier model, the strangelet acquired mass only through
the absorption of neutrons from the air molecule, since it was as-
sumed that the repulsive Coulomb barrier on the surface of the
strangelet will keep the protons off the strangelet. However, if we
want to study initially fast moving strangelets, it appears quite pos-
sible that they absorb a few protons in the initial phase of their
journey, when the relative velocity between the strangelet and the
air molecule is large. In the previous chapter, the charge of the
strangelet played only an indirect role, since it entered the equa-
tion of motion eqn. 2.4 only through the coupling with the geo-
magnetic field. Thus, although it was instrumental in steering the
course of the strangelet it didn’t affect the strangelet speed. There-
fore, although the presence of the charge increased the length of
the trajectory before mountain altitudes were reached and led to
larger mass increments compared to that for a neutral strangelet,
it did not directly affect the instantaneous mass accumulation rate
of the strangelet (eqn. 2.2). In this chapter the formalism takes
care of the accretion of charge of fast moving strangelets by for-
mulating the problem in a relativistic setting. As a consequence
of proton absorption, the issue of loss of energy of the strangelet
through ionization of the surrounding media cannot be ignored any
more. The accumulated charge thus will be able to influence the
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speed of the strangelet directly and it will be seen that the ioniza-
tion losses become quite significant at comparatively low altitudes
(where the atmosphere is dense and the strangelet is sluggish) and
provide a lower limit to the height at which the strangelets can
be detected successfully. In the previous analysis we have traced
the fate of strangelets whose initial speeds at the upper layer of
the atmosphere were only slightly higher than the lower bound
on such velocities imposed by the geomagnetic field – however a
larger spectrum of initial velocities can only be examined within
a consistent relativistic framework. Although our model of prop-
agation of strangelets rely heavily on the stability of small lumps
of SQM [5, 6, 7, 8, 9], the probability of fission like fragmentation
of such lumps cannot be ruled out, specially for highly energetic
collisions of the strangelet with the air molecules, which can now
occur at relativistic speeds. In this work we disregard the possi-
bility of such events by providing a upper limit to the initial speed
of the strangelet, above which it may no longer be practicable to
evade the possibility of fragmentation. We have estimated that for
our case (initial A larger than 40 for which the stability appears to
be more robust due to an underlying shell like structure [9, 10]),
this upper limit on the velocity comes out to be slightly above 0.7c
(see App. B).
In order to incorporate the above effects, we first modify the term
responsible for the absorption of neutrons in eqn. 2.4 to include the
rate for proton absorption. It should be noted that absorption of
neutrons would lead only to mass increase while that of protons
would increase both the mass and charge of the strangelets.
In order to relate the proton absorption cross-section to the neu-
tron absorption cross section, we adopt the following simple model.
The shell structure of N2 dictates that only the single proton belong-
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ing to the outermost shell can be considered to be sufficiently free
for the consideration of absorption by the strangelet. We describe
the classical motion of the proton of energy E in the vicinity of the
strangelet after the model of the motion of a free particle of unit
charge in the repulsive Coulomb field of the strangelet. The total
energy of the proton at time t is given by
E =
1
2
m(r˙2 + r2φ˙2) + U(r) = const (3.1)
where U(r) represents the Coulomb energy of the proton and other
quantities have their usual significance. The effective energy for
the equivalent one dimensional problem is
Ueff(r, L) =
L2
2mr2
+ U(r)
where L = mr˙2φ˙ is the angular momentum of the proton. The an-
gular momentum L also equals mv0b where v0 is the relative speed
with which the N2 nuclei (and hence, its constituent protons) ap-
proach the strangelet and b is the impact parameter. The minimum
separation along the trajectory occurs when -
(mv0b)
2
2mrmin
+ U(rmin) = E =
1
2
mv20 (3.2)
Assuming that charge transfer can take place when rmin ≤ Rs (the
radius of the strangelet), the corresponding value of b (≡ bc) for
which this occurs can be solved by substituting b = bc and rmin = Rs
in eqn. 3.2. This yields
b2c = R
2
s(1− U(Rs)/(
1
2
mv20))
The above assumption is equivalent to saying that all protons for
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which b > bc misses the strangelet, while those with bc ≤ bc are
captured. Thus we can write the capture cross section for protons
σp as
σp = πb
2
c = πR
2
s
[
1− ZSe
2
4πε0RS
/
1
2
mv20
]
(3.3)
In contrast, the absorption cross section for neutrons σn is just
π(Rn+Rs)
2 and hence we can infer that the accretion to the strangelet
due to its interaction with neutrons dmsn
dt
is related to that due to
protons
dmsp
dt
by
dmsp
dt
=
σp
σn
dmsn
dt
≡ fpndmsn
dt
(3.4)
whence,
fpn =
R2s
(Rn +Rs)2
[
1− Zse
2
4πε0Rs
/
1
2
mv20
]
(3.5)
Thus, fpn determines the relative probability for a proton to un-
dergo the above process vis-a-vis a neutron, and is less than one,
on account of the coulomb barrier present at the surface of the
strangelet.
We carry on the analysis by extending the formalism slightly to
accommodate relativistic speeds. The equation of motion eqn. 2.4,
generalized to a relativistic form leads to eqn. 3.6 in a straightfor-
ward manner (see App. A)
γms
d~v
dt
= −ms~g+ q(~v× ~B)− γ~v
(
dmsn
dt
+
dmsp
dt
)
−ms~vdγ
dt
− f (v)√
3
~v (3.6)
In the above equation the mass transfer rates for the proton and
the neutron are related by an equation (eqn. 3.7) similar to eqn.3.5
but where 1
2
mv20 is replaced by it’s relativistic equivalent E:
fpn =
R2s
(rn +Rs)2
(
1− 1
E
Zse
2
4πǫ0Rs
)
(3.7)
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Finally, the last term of equation (3.6) accounts for the ioniza-
tion loss. The expression for f(v) is given by [11]
f (v) = −dE
dx
=
Z2se
4nZmed
4πǫ20mev
2
ln
(
bmax
bmin
)
(3.8)
Here, n represents the number density of the atmospheric atoms
at a particular altitude, Zmed is the number of electrons per atom
of N2 which can be ionized, me is the mass of the electron and
bmax and bmin are the maximum and minimum values of the impact
parameter. At large velocities, expression (3.8) reduces to, with I
denoting the average ionizing energy,
f (v) =
Z2s e
4nZmed
4πǫ20mev
2
ln
(
γ2
2msv
2
I
− β2
)
(3.9)
However, when the velocity of the strangelet falls below a critical
value v ≤ 2Zsv0( v0 = 2.2 × 106m/s is the speed of the electron in the
first Bohr orbit), electron capture becomes significant which can be
accounted for by the replacement Zs → Z
1
3
s
v
vo
[11, 12].
Equation (3.6) was solved by the 4th order Runge-Kutta method
with different sets of initial mass, charge and β. It may be men-
tioned at this point that the first term in eqn (3.6) is not important
in magnitude, as is to be expected. We have nonetheless included
it for numerical stability. This serves to define the downward verti-
cal direction in the vector algorithm, especially for very small initial
velocities.
3.2 Results
Figure 3.1 shows the final masses (for initial masses 42, 54, 60 and
64 amu and a fixed initial charge 2) as a function of initial β. It is
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Figure 3.1: Variation of final masses with initial β(β0) for different
initial masses of the incident strangelet.
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seen, especially for smaller initial masses, that the final mass de-
creases at first with increasing initial β and then begins to increase
again after a critical β is reached and this critical value of β shifts
to the left for larger initial mass. Although mathematically delicate
(it can be seen from eqn. 3.6 that a higher value of speed leads to
an increasing value of the mass increment, which in turn slows
down the particle), a qualitative explanation for this feature might
be given as follows. One can think of the total region, through
which the strangelet travels, being divided into two not-too-distinct
subregions. In subregion I, corresponding to higher altitudes, the
number of atmospheric particles is small, while this number is con-
siderably larger in subregion II, corresponding to lower altitudes.
For a strangelet of small initial mass (smaller size), the strangelet
has a greater chance to escape subregion I if β is higher, so that it
will pick up lesser mass from this region. On the other hand if β
is very high, the volume that the strangelet sees will be contracted
(the twisted tube through which it travels will be constricted), as a
result of which it will interact with a greater number of atmospheric
particles whence it will pick up a larger number of nucleons. It is
clear that for an initially bigger (more massive) strangelet, this crit-
ical β will be lower, as it will be able to sweep through a larger
number of atmospheric particles right from the start. In a nut-
shell, this effect can thus be ascribed to higher speeds leading to
larger mass increments, whose effect would be more pronounced
for lower initial masses.
Let us now consider a representative set of data with initial
mass 64 amu and charge 2 for detailed discussion. The results
for β0 = 0.6 are shown in figures 3.2 and 3.3,where the variation
of speed (β) and the energy of the strangelet with altitude are de-
picted. The sharp change seen at ∼ 13 km corresponds to the
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Figure 3.2: Variation of final β with altitude (a) for constant charge
and without ionisation loss and (b) including proton absorption as
well as ionisation loss
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onset of electron capture, which is handled phenomenologically
through the effective Zs. The insets of figures 3.2 and 3.3 show
a zoomed-up view of the respective quantities near the endpoint
of the journey. It is apparent from the figures that the ionization
term reduces the overall energy and speed considerably from the
non-dissipative situation [1]. However, the zoomed-up insets in
figs.3.2 and 3.3 show that the strangelets may have enough energy
to be detectable at an altitude of 3.6 km from the sea level. For
example, for the values of the initial quantities mso and βo shown
here, the strangelet is left with a kinetic energy ∼8.5 MeV (corre-
sponding to dE
dx
∼ 2.35MeV/mg/cm2 in a Solid State Nuclear Track
Detector (SSNTD) like CR-39), which, although small, is just above
the threshold of detection (dE
dx
)crit ∼ 1−2MeV/mg/cm2 for β < 10−2 in
CR-39 for the present configuration. Below this height, the possi-
bility of their detection with passive detectors like SSNTD reduces
to almost zero.
Table 3.1 lists the final values of the mass, the charge, β, and
the energy of the strangelet at the end of the journey for differ-
ent initial velocities. A comparison between table 2.1, first men-
tioned in the beginning of Chap. 2 and Tab. 3.1 shows that the
final masses and charges are very similar to the ones found in cos-
mic ray events.
The experimental verification of SQM in cosmic ray flux (and the
mechanism of their propagation through the earth’s atmosphere) is
thus possible with a suitable ground based detector set up at high
altitudes of about 3 to 5 km. At such altitudes, the predicted energy
range of the resulting penetrating particles with mass M between
300 and 400 and Z between 10 and 15 should lie between 5 to 50
MeV. (This estimate corresponds to an averaging over all angles of
incidence at the top of the atmosphere, taken to be 25 km here, as
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Figure 3.3: Variation of kinetic energy of the strangelet with alti-
tude
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β0 ms0 ml (amu) ql βl × (10−3) el (MeV)
42 294.7 3 2.8 1.05
0.2 54 369.4 4 3.0 1.55
60 415.8 4 3.0 1.80
64 446.5 5 3.1 1.98
42 246.4 6 4.9 2.84
0.4 54 359.5 8 4.7 3.73
60 415.6 8 4.7 4.25
64 452.0 9 4.6 4.63
42 235.8 10 7.4 5.97
0.6 54 357.1 12 6.6 7.15
60 416.0 13 6.4 7.87
64 453.6 14 6.3 8.39
42 236.4 12 8.6 8.16
0.7 54 359.1 14 7.6 9.59
60 418.3 15 7.3 10.46
64 456.3 16 7.2 11.11
Table 3.1: The final values, denoted with suffix l, are tabulated
along with initial β (β0)
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mentioned above.) A suitable locality for such observations at an
altitude of about 3.5 km above the sea level has been identified at
Sandakphu, in the middle ranges of the eastern Himalayas, with
adequate accessibility and climatic conditions. Continuous expo-
sure for months or years at a stretch of a detector assembly with
stacks of SSNTDs like CR-39, covering a total area of about 400
m2, is planned there. (The number of events due to strangelets
may be as few as 5 - 10 per 100 m2 per year, according to our
approximate estimates (see Chap. 4.) The major considerations in
this respect are cost, structural simplicity, and long time stability
of the detection sensitivity against temperature fluctuations of sev-
eral tens of Celsius degrees between summer and winter months
and the ruggedness of the passive detectors. Regarding all these
aspects, commercially available CR-39 appears to be the most suit-
able choice, which has been shown in NASA SKYLAB experiments
[13, 14] to be capable of detecting heavy ions with energies upto
43 MeV/u. The signatures produced in such detectors in terms of
mass, charge and energy of detectable strangelets can be evaluated
in the expected dE/dx range by measurements of track dimensions.
For this purpose, additional calibration experiments, exposing CR-
39 samples to heavy ions with variable charge states at almost
similar energy ranges, are necessary which can be made at sev-
eral existing heavy ion accelerator facilities. With efficient etching
and automated track measurements, backgrounds of low energy
secondary radiation with lower charge or mass are not expected
to pose any serious problems. Due to specific inherent techni-
cal problems like "fading" of thermo-luminescent substances over
a long interval of time, this kind of material do not seem to be
practical in our experimental conditions. CR-39 has an additional
advantage over the other types of passive semi-conductor detec-
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tors using co-polymers like SR6, CN85 or Lexan; a large amount
of characteristic experimental data are already available for CR-39
in the existing literature. As alternatives, Mica or Overhead Trans-
parency Foils may also be considered and calibration experiments
using these materials will be conducted at accelerator facilities to
judge their suitability. Other active detectors and devices do not
appear to be suitable for installation at proposed mountain heights
for stand-alone operation over long periods and are therefore not
being considered at present.
In conclusion, we have presented a model for the propagation
of cosmic strangelets of none-too-large size through the terrestrial
atmosphere and shown that when proper account of charge and
mass transfer as well as ionization loss is taken, they may indeed
reach mountain altitudes, so that a ground based large detector
experiment would have a good chance of detecting them.
A Relativistic equation of motion
Starting with a relativistic form of the equation of rocket motion, we
derive the equation of motion applicable for our case of a relativistic
snowball. The equation of motion eqn. 2.4 is generalized to a rela-
tivistic form by interpreting ~p as the relativistic three momentum.
We consider a system of variable (proper) mass M at the instant t
which changes to one with mass M − dM at the instant t + dt (see
Fig. 3.4). The mass of the ejecta depicted by δM∗ is assumed to
be different from ∆Msince it moves with a different velocity ~u. The
velocities at the two points of time are denoted by ~v(γ) and ~v(γ+dγ)
respectively, where γ are the respective Lorentz factors. For the
system enclosed in the dotted boundary,
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( A ) ( B )
M
M −∆M
M∗
t t +∆t
~v ~v + d~v
~u
γ γ +∆γ
γu
Figure 3.4: Relativistic rocket motion : (A) The rocket at time t, (B)
The rocket and it’s eject at time t+∆t
~Fext ≃
~Pf − ~Pi
∆t
= ((γ +∆γ)(M −∆M)(~v + d~v) + ~uγu∆M∗ − γM~v)/∆t
In our case the particle is simply absorbed, so one can set ~u→ 0
and after discarding any terms O(∆2)
= γM
∆~v
∆t
− γ~v ∆M
∆t
+
∆γ
∆t
M~v
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Replacing ∆M
∆t
→ −dM
dt
and disregarding terms O(β2) we get,
γM
d~v
dt
= ~Fext − γ~v dM
dt
−M~v dγ
dt
(∗)
From (∗) we recover the equation of motion 3.6 appropriate for the
situation. It may be noted that for rocket motion the dM
dt
is negative,
while it is positive in the case for relativistic snowballs.
B Threshold speed of strangelet for breakup
(A) Lab Frame (B) CM Frame
θLs θ
c
s θ
c
N
θLCM
Figure 3.5: Colission of strangelet and air nuclei as seen from the
(A) Lab frame (B) Center of mass frame. The small filled circle
represents the center of mass of the colliding particles.
In this appendix we outline the calculations leading to the esti-
mate of the upper limit of strangelet velocity. Roughly speaking, the
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reduced mass µ of the two body system of the strangelet (ms = 64
GeV) and an average air nucleus (mN = 14 GeV) is
msmN
ms+mN
∼ 11.48
GeV. A crude estimate can be obtained by examining the kinetic en-
ergy µ(γ−1) available in this system. Assuming that this is enough
to break up the strangelet completelyi), one obtains a γ ∼ 1.28 cor-
responding to a β ∼ 0.72. To obtain a more careful estimate of the
available energy we examine the energy EavlCM available in the center
of mass frame of the air molecule suffix N ) and the strangelet, (suf-
fix s) (see Fig. 3.5) which may be effective in breaking the strangelet
up,
EavlCM = ms(γ
C
s − 1) +mN (γCN − 1) (3.10)
The center of mass quantities (superfix C) can be expressed in
terms of l aboratory quantities (superfix L) as follows In the CM
frame the strangelet and the air molecule approach each other with
equal magnitude of three momentum, i.e
msβ
C
s γ
C
s = mNβ
C
Nγ
C
N or,
ms sinh θ
C
s = mN sinh θ
C
N (3.11)
On the other hand θCN = −θLCM and θCs = θLs − θLCM = θLs + θCN . Since θCN
is a negative quantity, redefining θCN → |θCN |, one gets,
θCs = θ
L
s − θCN (3.12)
From 3.11 and 3.12 it follows that,
ms sinh(θ
L
s − θCN ) = mN sinh θCN or,
coth θCN =
mN
ms
csch θLs + coth θ
L
s (3.13)
i)we have taken the representative value of the binding energy per baryon of a
strangelet from [10]
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Finally, from 3.13 and using θLs = tanh
−1 β, θCN can be expressed in
terms of β alone and the quantities βCs|N = tanh θ
C
s|N can be similarly
evaluated leading to an evaluation of EavlCM in terms of the incident
speed.
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CHAPTER 4
Strangelet event rates and abundances
In the earlier chapters (Chap. 2-3) we have discussed some of the
problems associated with the penetration of small lumps of SQM
through the terrestrial atmosphere. In order to handle some of
the quite unusual properties of SQM with respect to ordinary cos-
mic ray particles in a proper fashion, we have also put forward a
dynamical model for the propagation of these objects through the
terrestrial atmosphere. Working within the framework of the above
model, we have been able to obtain the expected charge and mass
range i) with which these objects can arrive on the surface of the
Earth. Within the scope of these chapters, we have also discussed
some of the possible ground based experimental set-ups which can
be decisive about the nature of the exotic cosmic ray events of the
above type. In this chapter we, therefore try to provide an esti-
i)These values compare reasonably well with the few experimental values
quoted in Tab. 2.1
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mate of the expected flux of the very small strangelets which can
be intercepted by similar ground-based experiments. As a further
consequence, we also try to estimate the relative abundance of the
accumulated strangelets in the Earth’s crust.
4.1 Flux of galactic strangelets
In Chap. 1 we have indicated various ways by which small lumps of
SQM may be formed. These include both galactic as well as extra-
galactic sources. However, most of the strangelets are expected to
arrive from the local, galactic source of dark matter, whose density
ρ ∼ 10−24 gm / cm3. From this, one can obtain an upper limit of
the flux in the following way [1]. Assuming that all the dark matter
consists of (spherical) strangelets of a certain radius rs, the number
density n of such strangelets will be about
n =
3
4πr3s
ρ
ρn
where ρn is the typical density of nuclear matter objects. These
objects move about randomly with a speed v determined by the
depth of the gravitational potential of the galaxy, which is about
107 cm/sec. This results in a current density j ∼ nv ii) of strangelets
in all possible directions. From this information one can find the
number of such events expected during a year which may be reg-
istered by a passive detector array of a given size set up at moun-
tain altitudes. In table 4.1 we list the event rate corresponding to
strangelets of various sizes according to this scheme.
ii)The expression for isotropic current density is actually 1/4 nv, but dropping
the numerical prefactor should not introduce any significant errors, which are
already quite large, in view of the large approximations in effect.
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r A n Flux Flux400
.01 5.8× 1032 1.03× 10−33 1.03× 10−26 1.29× 10−12
10 5.78× 1041 1.03× 10−42 1.03× 10−35 1.29× 10−21
4.8× 10−13 64 9.35× 10−3 9.3× 103 1.17× 1018
5.56× 105 1.0× 1056 5.9× 10−57 5.9× 10−50 7.5× 10−36
Table 4.1: Estimated flux of strangelets. Column 1, radius of
strangelets in cm, column 2, mass number, column 3, n - the
number density of strangelets, column 4, Flux of strangelets per
cm2 per second, column 5, Flux on 400 m2 per year.
The procedure illustrated in table 4.1 yields an extreme over-
estimate for very small strangelets, since, in that case, the whole
local dark matter density in the galaxy gets assigned to very small
strangelets (e.g row 3, column 2) of the same size. On the contrary,
it is a well known fact (first mentioned in Sec. 1.4.2, item 4) that the
primary constituents of the dark halo of the Milky Way are objects
in the mass range of ∼ M⊙, as indicated by microlensing experi-
ments. In a subsequent chapter 6 we propose that there are rea-
sons to believe that entire dark halo is composed of quasibaryonic
lenses of A ∼ 1055−56. If this is true, then the very small strangelets
most probably originate from the collisions of these dark lenses
(Sec. 1.4.2, item 3). In this section we present two estimates of the
strangelet flux based on the above hypothesis.
The first estimate is based on the values of flux already given
in table. 4.1, but using a modified version of the procedure given
above. If one envisages the collisions between two dark compact
objects as being similar to two colliding nuclei, then a rough es-
timate of how much of the ejecta results in small strangelets can
be obtained by using the fact that in a multifragmentation process
[2, 3, 4] the mass yield approximately obeys a power law behavior
∝ A−τ with τ ∼ 2/3. From row 4 of table. 4.1 we read that the flux
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for objects of mass M⊙ is ∼ 7.5× 10−36 for a 400 m2 of detector area.
However if we assume that this flux is the outcome of a “reaction”
product of the collision of two objects in the Solar mass range, then
the number for small fragments of a given mass number A is this
number, enhanced by a factor
(
A
1.0×1056
)−2/3
. For the typical mass
of the strangelet assumed in chapter 3, the factor comes out to be
∼ 5.9 × 1035, so that we get a flux of about 4 - 10 strangelets per
year on a 400 m2 passive detector layout.
The second estimate essentially borrows on the idea given in
[5], in which the authors estimated the background flux obtainable
from stellar collisions. Here the principal assumption is based on
the observation that since several pulsars are members of binary
systems, the two components of a binary are ultimately going to
collide. If such collisions spread as little as 0.1 M⊙ of non relativis-
tic strangelets with baryon number A, the number of strangelets
released in a single collision will be
N =
0.1M⊙
Amn
where, mn is the nucleon mass. If such objects are distributed
homogeneously over a halo of radius Rh ∼ 10 kpc, the number
of particles flowing out isotropically per unit time, per unit area
normal to the flow direction will be given by 3N
4piR3
h
v, where v is the
flow velocity. The flux, per unit solid angle is then,
F =
3
16π2
0.1M⊙
R3hmn
A−1v
or about 10−6A−1v250 cm−2s−1sterad−1, where v250 is the speed mea-
sured in units of 250 km s−1, the typical speed of SQM in the
galactic halo. The number of binary mergers in the galaxy have
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been estimated [6] by a detailed computer simulation and can be
quoted as R ∼ 10−6yr−1. Thus if one binary coalescence occurs
per 106 years, but the disintegration products scatter over a region
of radius 10 kpc, then we need to calculate the probability that
one such event takes place within 10 kpc of the Earth. Since there
would have been ∼ 103 such events since the formation of the Milky
Way Galaxy, the required probability is
P = 103 ×
4pi
3
R3h
4π × Rh × R2 ∼ 10
−3
as the Milky Way Galaxy has the shape of a very flattened spheroid
of major radius R ∼ 10 Mpc and minor radius Rh . 10 kpc. Then,
the anticipated flux of strangelets of A ∼ 64 would be FA=64 ×P
or about 5 / (m2 Yr sterad). The upper limit of flux on a 400 sq.m
detector area, according to this estimate is as Flux400 ∼ 102 per year.
The actual expectation should be much lower, in view of the fact
that the composition of the ejecta will necessarily accommodate
strangelets of varying sizes.
4.2 Relative abundance of strangelets on
the Earth’s crust
In this section we try to estimate the expected relative abundance of
strangelets on the Earth’s surface. In an earlier chapter (Chap 3)
we have presented a scheme of propagation of such strangelets
through the terrestrial atmosphere and indicated the expected charge
and mass with which these objects can arrive on the earth’s sur-
face. The essential difference between the propagation of such
strange quark balls and normal cosmic rays is the fact that the
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strangelets can absorb nucleons (mainly neutrons) and become
more stable when they interact with the atmospheric nuclei. In
the course of propagation they lose energy both due to these colli-
sions and the ionization loss (the strangelets have a small positive
charge to start with, and they pick up some more from the pro-
tons in the initial phases of their journey through collisions with
atmospheric nuclei) and as a result come down with very small ve-
locities and land on the crust of the earth almost like a parachute.
Starting with a mass of ∼ 64 they might end up with a mass ∼ 350
and charge 14 (See Chap. 3, Tab. 3.1). It appears that the only way
that they can propagate down the Earth’s surface is by the help
of water percolation. In this section we make some not too unrea-
sonable assumptions in order to estimate the relative abundance
of such elements with respect to Silicon, since the charges of the
strangelets are similar to it (Z = 14)iii), and also because Si is the
most abundant material on the Earth’s crust.
With the flux values calculated in Sec. 4.1, the total number of
particles per unit area, Ns, that have accumulated on the earth’s
crust, since the time of formation of the atmosphere ( which we
take to be 4.4 × 109 years) can be calculated. Out of these particles
a smaller number can actually percolate within in a rectangular
box of area 1 sq. m and depth ∼10m (the depth up to which the
water can come down) per year. Here we assume that a fraction
of the particles y ∼ 1 − 10−3 which have been deposited over a unit
area have actually come down through water percolation in this
box. The total mass contributed by the strangelets in this way to
the box mass, ms is then NsAsmny , wheremn is the average nucleon
mass and As ∼ 350 is the mass number of the strangelet (we use SI
iii)And hence might be separable using very high precision isotope separation
methods.
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units in these estimates). The mass contributed by Silicon, mSi is
roughly V ρe×rSi , where ρe is the mean density of Earth [7], V is the
volume of the box and rSi is the relative abundance of Silicon ( 27.7
%). The relative abundance calculated for strangelets (r = ms
ms+mSi
)
calculated in this way, come out roughly near 10−19 − 10−15.
In order to compare the values of relative abundances obtained
above, we refer to the events analyzed by Saito et.al [8] (see also
the discussion at the beginning of Sec. 2.1). These events have
a relative abundance of 2.1 × 10−5 with respect to the total num-
ber of normal cosmic ray particles observed at the same total en-
ergy(including rest energy). Since the total energy of the strangelets
lie somewhere in the 100 to 1000 GeV (corresponding to β = 0.2− 0.7)
range we accept the corresponding flux window between 10−3 to
10 particles per m2 per steradian per sec per GeV in the primary
cosmic ray spectrum (Fig. 4.1). Thereafter, following the same
methods as given above, the relative abundance turns out to be
∼ 4.7 × 10−16)−10−9. Thus in this case, the expected relative abun-
dance is considerably higher compared to our earlier estimate.
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Figure 4.1: Flux of cosmic rays at the same total energy of the
incident particles [9]
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CHAPTER 5
The Chandrasekhar limit for quark stars
5.1 Maximum mass of compact objects
In this chapter we address the issue of the existence of a possible
maximummass limit for quark stars from an analytical standpoint.
In the first half of the chapter we compare the state of the problem
for different classes of compact objects with respect to the above
limit. In the other half we illustrate the analytic procedure leading
to an evaluation of the maximum mass limit, and finally comment
on the nature of the results obtained.
The Quark stars, if they exist, belong to a family of compact ob-
jects like the white dwarfs and neutron stars. These objects have
been a topic of interest for several decades. Compact objects like
the ones mentioned above are produced as the end product of the
stellar evolution, i.e., when the nuclear fuel of the normal stars
has been consumed. The factor which decides whether a star ends
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up as a white dwarf, neutron star or a black hole is primarily the
star’s mass. White dwarfs originate from light stars with masses
M . 4M⊙. They no longer burn nuclear fuel, but cool off gradually,
radiating away the last bit their of thermal energy. The decreas-
ing total energy leads to a gradual contraction of the stari) to the
point at which the density increases so much that the breakdown
of Maxwell-Boltzmann relations give way to a degenerate electron
gas which can exert pressure even at zero temperature by the virtue
of Pauli exclusion principle. The pressure of the Fermi gas of elec-
trons acts against the contraction of the star and might be able to
bring it to a halt. The existence of a maximum mass limit for these
objects can be inferred qualitatively (after Landau) as follows.
The total energy at the equilibrium point consists of a positive
Fermi energy part which ∼ N1/3 and a negative contribution due to
the gravitational energy ( ∼ N ), both of which scales as 1/R. The
much weaker dependence of the Fermi energy on N relative to the
gravitational energy term is in fact the key factor responsible for the
existence of a maximum mass for this class of objects. This implies
that although stable equilibrium is possible for small values of N,
larger values will make the gravitational term dominate, making
the net energy negative which increases toward zero as R → ∞.
Thus, beyond a critical value of the mass the star cannot escape
the fate of a gravitational collapse.
Neutron stars originate from stars more massive than the pro-
genitors for the white dwarfs. At very high densities the electrons
react with the protons to form neutrons via inverse beta decay.
The incorporation of such effects in white dwarf matter leads to an
instability which settles down to a stable configuration only when
almost all the protons and electrons squeeze together to form neu-
i)The contraction is a must for any gas with a polytropic index Γ > 4/3
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trons and the system can be once more supported against the huge
gravitationally generated inward pressure by the pressure due to
degenerate neutron gas.
Applying essentially similar qualitative arguments one forsees
a maximum mass limit for the neutron stars also and both the
collapsed star types turn out to have a maximum mass ( ∼ 1.5M⊙ ),
beyond which they collapse to black holes [1, 2, 3].
In a pioneering work in 1926, S. Chandrasekhar identified the
pressure which holds up white dwarfs with the electron degeneracy
pressure. Actual white dwarf models, taking the effects of relativis-
tic speed of electrons in the degenerate electron equation of state
were constructed by him in 1930 [4, 5]. In the course of these
studies, Chandrasekhar made the very important discovery that
the maximum mass limit of white dwarf stars have to be ∼ 1.4M⊙,
the exact value depending on the composition of the stellar mat-
ter. This maximum mass limit is called the Chandrasekhar Limit in
honor of its discoverer. In 1932, L.D. Landau [2] presented an el-
ementary explanation of the Chandrasekhar limit and applied his
arguments in a similar manner several months later to neutron
stars.
Although the Chandrasekhar limit refers strictly to white dwarfs,
the limiting mass for neutron stars is also loosely called the Chan-
drasekhar limit, primarily because the limits in the two cases turn
out to be the same [2]; the sizes are however vastly different (white
dwarfs have R ∼ 10−2R⊙ ii) whereas for neutron stars R ∼ 10−5R⊙
[3], Tab.1.1). The maximum mass for the white dwarfs depend es-
sentially on the fundamental constants while the maximum mass
for neutron stars is a sensitive function of the yet-unknown equa-
tion of state of nuclear matter and requires the solution of the TOV
ii) where, R⊙ is the Solar Radius, ∼ 6.96× 1010cm
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equation for relativistic hydrodynamics along with an assumed equa-
tion of state.
The neutron star, so formed, is essentially a huge nucleus and
the nucleons (mainly neutrons) which make it up can undergo a
hadron - quark phase transition at high density and/or tempera-
ture (see sec. 1.3). This is likely, since the central densities in the
neutron stars are high enough to favour such a transition. In this
phase transition, the individual hadronic boundaries dissolve and
the quarks get trapped within a larger bag whose radius coincides
approximately with the star radius and the neutron star becomes
a quark star in the process [6, 7, 8]. We have already mentioned
that the central hypothesis of the present thesis is based on the
suggestion of Witten [9] that strange quark matter may be the true
ground state of the strongly interacting matter. In this circum-
stance, quark stars, if they are formed, would preferably convert to
strange stars, comprising u, d and s quarks, under weak interac-
tion. Several authors ( for example, [10, 11] ) have used different
models to understand the properties of strange stars. For a review,
see [8]. For such quark stars, the maximum mass would indeed be
almost the same as that for neutron stars.
In contrast to other compact objects, the strange stars need
not be the direct product of stellar evolution. This is an unique
property which distinguishes them from other compact objects, e.g
it is conceivable that if a large amount of quark matter exists in
the universe as a relic of the cosmological quark-hadron phase
transition [12], it could clump under gravitational interaction (see
Chap. 6) and even form invisible quark galaxies [13]. The ‘stars’
of such a galaxy would be strange stars which do not evolve from
neutron stars and thus are not governed by the Chandrasekhar
limit for neutron stars. It is, therefore, highly relevant to inquire if
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there exists, just like the case of ordinary compact stars, an upper
limit on the strange stars beyond which they would be gravita-
tionally unstable. In the past, the problem has been approached
numerically. Starting with the seminal work of Witten [9], most
authors have concentrated on solving the Tolman-Oppenheimer-
Volkov (TOV) equation (see, for example, [3]) for the quark matter
equation of state. While the results show that there does exist a
limiting mass for quark stars (which is very close to that for neu-
tron stars), there is no a priori argument to prove that such a limit
should exist or that it should depend mostly on fundamental con-
stants, as is the case for the ordinary compact stars [3]. In this
chapter we show analytically, from first principles, that such a limit
exists for compact quark stars and that it is mostly determined by
universal constants.
5.2 The Analytical Form of the maximum
mass limit
In the following treatment we essentially follow Landau [2] and ap-
ply a general and simple picture of energy balance to a system of
massless quarks, confined in a large bag [6] characterized by a con-
stant energy density B. The above is adopted as a working model
of a strange star for the present purpose.
As in the case of white dwarfs and neutron stars, the equilib-
rium should occur at a minimum of the total energy per fermion
e, where e ≡ eF + eG, in which eF is the Fermi energy and eG is
the gravitational energy per fermion. There is a crucial difference
in the way the (Newtonian) gravitational energy can be estimated
for quark stars and the ordinary compact stars. The Newtonian
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gravitational energy is a macroscopic quantity, and for ordinary
compact stars, this mass is due almost entirely to the baryons. For
quark stars, however, one needs to identify the total mass as the
total ( thermodynamic as well as the confining ) energy in the star.
In order to estimate the gravitational energy per fermion one needs
a prescription for incorporating both contributions into an effective
quark mass.
A suitable framework capable of handling this issue was formu-
lated quite some time ago [14] in which the authors (The model
is briefly discussed in Sec. 1.4.1) proposed a dynamical model of
confinement in a many body system of quarks. This was, in turn,
motivated by an earlier work by Pati and Salam [15] who pictured
confinement as the quark having a small mass inside a hadron and
a very large mass outside. The standard description of confinement
is provided by the bag model [16], which implies that, for a many
body system, the energy energy density inside the bag, for small
total quark number density, differs by a positive constant (B) from
that of the true vacuum outside. The QMD model, inspired by the
Archimedian principle advocated in [15] parametrized confinement
through a density dependent quark mass which varied so as to
agree with the bag model limit of constant energy density, i.e
mq ∼ B
nq
as nq → 0 (5.1)
where mq is the effective quark mass and nq is the total quark
number density. Thus the mechanism of confinement is mimicked
through the requirement that the mass of an isolated quark be-
comes infinitely large so that the vacuum is unable to support it.
The picture given in eqn. 5.1 then tells us that for a system of
quarks at zero temperature the energy density tends to a constant
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value while the mass tends to infinity as the volume tends to infin-
ity or the density tends to zero.
The number density of fermions is related to the chemical po-
tential as
n =
g
6π2
µ3
which dictates that
µ = (
9π
2g
)
1
3
N
1
3
R
(5.2)
In the above relations, n is the number density, N the total num-
ber of fermions in a star of radius R, g the statistical degeneracy
factor and µ is the chemical potential.
The fermion energy density is given by
εF =
g
8π2
µ4 (5.3)
and hence the Fermi energy per particle of the quarks becomes
eF =
εF
n
=
3
4
(
9π
2g
)
1
3
N
1
3
R
(5.4)
The mass M of the star can be written in terms of N and B
(the bag constant), if the density ρ(r) in the star is assumed to be
roughly constant throughout the volume of the star. Hence using
eq.(5.4),
M =
∫ R
0
4πr2ρ(r) dr =
4
3
πR3B + eFN =
3
4
(
9π
2g
)
1
3
N
4
3
R
+
4
3
πBR3 (5.5)
Extremising the mass M (eq. 5.5) with respect to R gives,
(
9π
2g
)
1
3
N
4
3
R4
=
16
3
πB ⇒ εF = 3B
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Substituting eq.(5.6) in the expression for M (eq. 5.5),
M = 4BV =
16
3
πBR3 (5.6)
We note that this is very similar to the condition obtained for
hadronic bags [16]. As a next step we find the R for which the total
energy per fermion would be maximum.
The gravitational energy per fermion eG is
eG = −GMmeff
R
(5.7)
where meff is the effective quark mass inside the star. Assuming
that the effective quark mass contributes to the total star mass M ,
one can write for a strange star with N quarks,
M = Nmeff ⇒ meff = 4B
n
(5.8)
As mentioned above, the effect of confinement in a quark matter
system was shown [14] to be incorporable in the effective quark
mass, which, the quarks being fermions, coincides with the quark
chemical potential . As a result, one gets, in the limit of vanishing
quark density [14],
µ =
B
n
. This, together with the eq.(5.8), gives
meff = 4µ (5.9)
where all the energy ( thermodynamic and confining ) is included
in the effective gravitational mass of the quarks inside the strange
star.
Using equations (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9) we get
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B1/4 (MeV ) Rmax (Km)
Mmax
M⊙
Nmax
145 12.11 1.54 1.55 × 1057
200 6.36 0.81 5.90 × 1056
245 4.24 0.54 3.21 × 1056
Table 5.1: Computed values of the maximum Mass, Radius and
Baryon number for quark stars for several values of the Bag con-
stant
eG = −64
3
(
9π
2g
)
1
3GπBRN
1
3 (5.10)
Minimising the total energy e = eF + eG with respect to N , we get
the expression for maximum value of R as
Rmax =
3
16
1√
πGB
(5.11)
It may be observed, that in this case the N dependence of both
eF , eqn. 5.4 and eG, eqn. 5.10 are the same, while the R dependence
is different for the two terms. Finally, the maximum mass of the
strange star is computed by substituting the value of Rmax (from
equation 5.11) in equation ( 5.6).
Mmax =
16
3
πBRmax
3 (5.12)
The chemical potential µ can be evaluated in terms of B using
equations (5.3) and (5.6). Substituting this in eq.(5.8) gives the
value of Nmax. The values of Rmax, Mmax and Nmax are tabulated
below (Table 5.1) for various values of the Bag constant B.
Thus we have demonstrated that there exists a limiting mass
(the so called Chandrasekhar limit) for compact quark stars, be-
yond which they would be gravitationally unstable. As with other
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classes of compact objects, the maximum mass depends mostly on
universal constants ( G as well as ~ and c, which do not occur ex-
plicitly due to our use of the naturalised units ) and on the bag
energy B. The bag energy is treated as a parameter here, but it
is often regarded as a universal constant in its own right, since
it represents the difference between the non-perturbative and per-
turbative vacua of Quantum Chromodynamics. It can be seen from
the above equations (5.11, 5.12) that the physical radius Rmax, cor-
responding to the maximum mass as well as the maximum mass
itself, are independent of the number of quark flavors. Although
Nmax depends on the statistical degeneracy factor g ( or equiva-
lently, the number of flavors), the dependence is extremely weak,
as can be readily checked from equation (5.2). In fact, we have ver-
ified that there is almost no difference in Nmax between the cases
with 2 or 3 flavor quark matter. This, in turn, implies that the as-
sumption of massless quarks ( even for s quarks ) does not materi-
ally affect these results. While it is true that the methods applied
in this chapter are pedestrian in nature, the limits agree well with
those found with the help of the numerical solutions of the TOV
equation (see, for example, [9] ). Although, in this work, we have
adopted the simplifying assumption of a constant density profile for
the quark star in order to have a simple analytic solution, we too get
the characteristic scaling behavior [9] ( Rmax ∝ B−1/2, Mmax ∝ B−1/2
) obtained from detailed numerical solutions. This show that the
simple picture presented here adequately incorporates the essen-
tial physics of the structure of the quark stars.
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CHAPTER 6
MACHOs as quasibaryonic dark matter
6.1 CDM Objects in the halo
One of the mysteries that persist in the standard cosmological
model is the nature of dark matter. It has long been conjectured
that we live in a nearly critical density universe, although there had
been no evidence of the required accumulation of matter through
observations based on the spectrum. However indirect evidences
(see 1.2.1) do suggest that there is an abundance of matter in the
universe which is non-luminous, since it either does not interact,
or does so very weakly, with the all forms of matter, except through
gravitational interaction. The present consensus (for a short dis-
cussion, see 1.2.1; for an extended review, see [1, 2]) based on
recent experimental data is that the universe is flat and that a siz-
able amount of the dark matter is "cold", i.e. nonrelativistic, at the
time of decoupling. For example, The WMAP survey data [3] par-
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titions the total matter-energy content of the universe roughly as
73% smooth dark energy,23% cold dark matter leaving the rest 4%
to luminous matter which goes into the making of bright galaxies
and stars.
The nature of the 23% cold non-luminous matter continues to
be a mystery, at least within the standard framework of particle in-
teractions, mainly because the required accumulation of baryons
is clearly unaccountable by existing and extremely reliable data on
the nucleosynthesis event responsible for the generation of nuclear
matter. Most of the proposed dark matter candidates, therefore,
rely on an extrapolated particle interaction model often venturing
far into exotic domains. In recent years, there has been experimen-
tal evidence [4, 5] for at least one form of dark matter - the Massive
Astrophysical Compact Halo Objects (MACHO) - detected through
gravitational microlensing effects proposed by Paczynski [6] some
years ago. As of now, there is no clear picture as to what these ob-
jects are made of in spite of a lot of efforts spent in studying them.
Based on about 13 - 17 Milky Way halo MACHOs detected in the
direction of LMC - the Large Magellanic Cloud (we are not consid-
ering the events found toward the galactic bulge), the MACHOs are
expected to be in the mass range (0.15-0.95) M⊙, with the most
probable mass being in the vicinity of 0.5 M⊙ [7, 8], substantially
higher than the fusion threshold of 0.08 M⊙. The MACHO collab-
oration suggests that the lenses are in the galactic halo. Assum-
ing that they are subject to the limit on the total baryon number
imposed by the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN), there have been
suggestions that they could be white dwarfs [9, 10]. It is difficult
to reconcile this with the absence of sufficient active progenitors
of appropriate masses in the galactic halo. Moreover, recent stud-
ies have shown that these objects are unlikely to be white dwarfs,
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even if they were as faint as blue dwarfs, since this will violate
some of the very well known results of BBN [10]. There have also
been suggestions [11, 12, 13] that they could be primordial black
holes (PBHs) ( ∼ 1 M⊙ ), arising from horizon scale fluctuations
triggered by pre-existing density fluctuations during the cosmic
quark-hadron phase transition. The problem with this suggestion
is that the density contrast necessary for the formation of PBH is
much larger than the pre-existing density contrast obtained from
the common inflationary scenarios. The enhancement contributed
by the QCD phase transition is not large enough for this purpose.
As a result a fine tuning of the initial density contrast becomes
essential which may still not be good enough to produce cosmo-
logically relevant amount of PBH [14]. Alternately, Evans, Gyuk &
Turner [15] suggested that some of the lenses are stars in the Milky
Way disk which lie along the line of sight to the LMC. Gyuk & Gates
[16] examined a thick disk model, which would lower the lens mass
estimate. Aubourg et al. [17] suggested that the events could arise
from self-lensing of the LMC. Zaritsky & Lin [18] have argued that
the lenses are probably the evidence of a tidal tail arising from the
interaction of LMC and the Milky Way or even a LMC-SMC (Small
Magellanic Cloud) interaction. These explanations are primarily
motivated by the difficulty of reconciling the existence of MACHOs
with the known populations of low mass stars in the galactic disks.
6.2 Stability of quark nuggets
In this chapter we accept the standpoint that the lensing MACHOs
are indeed in the Milky Way halo and propose a theory which re-
lates them to the quark nuggets which could have been formed
in a first order cosmic quark - hadron phase transition, at a tem-
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perature of ∼ 100 MeV during the microsecond era of the early
universe. In our picture, the MACHOS evolved out of these pri-
mordial quark nuggets. A few statements on the aforesaid quark-
hadron phase transition may not be irrelevant here. The order of
any phase transition carries the most significant bit of information
about the phenomenon; however the order of the deconfinement
phase transition is an unsettled issue till now. It is generally be-
lieved that a true second order phase transition is inconceivable
in cosmological scenarios since nature does not provide an exact
chiral symmetry [21]. In a pure (i.e. only gluons) SU(3) gauge the-
ory, the phase transition is of first order, as suggested by Lattice
gauge theory. However, there exist no unequivocal approaches in
the case when dynamical quarks are also present on the lattice,
and instead of studying the deconfinement transition, one investi-
gates the chiral transition. Although these two phase transitions
are commonly treated to be equivalent, there is no definite rea-
son why they should be simultaneous or of the same order [19].
The order of the chiral phase transition depends critically on the
strange quark mass. Although the chiral phase transition is prob-
ably of first order for large strange quark mass, it may be of second
order for lighter strange quarks. The situation remains controver-
sial since the strange quark mass is of the order of the QCD scale
[20]. In addition, the finite size effects of the lattice may tend to
mask the true order of the transition. We are however, more con-
cerned about the deconfinement transition and if it is really of the
first order, the masking effect associated with it would be negligibly
small in the early universe. In such circumstances, Witten (1984)
argued, in a seminal paper [21], that strange quark matter could
be the true ground state of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) and
that a substantial amount of baryon number could be trapped in
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the quark phase which could evolve into strange quark nuggets
(SQNs) through weak interactions. (For a brief review of the for-
mation of SQNs, see Alam, Raha & Sinha [22].) At this point, the
most important question is whether the nuggets, so formed can be
stable on cosmological time scales. The first study on this issue
was addressed by Alcock and Farhi in 1985 [23]. They argued that
a SQN can evaporate neutrons from its surface at T ≥ IN where
IN ∼ 20 − 80 MeV is the binding energy per baryon in SQM at zero
temperature from the neutron mass. According to their calcula-
tions QN’s must have a baryon number in excess of 1051−53 in order
to survive on cosmological time scales. This number is larger by
a few orders pf magnitude compared to the total baryon number
of the universe at the aforesaid temperature and hence they con-
cluded that it was apparently impossible to have any QN surviving
till the present time. This conclusion was reexamined by Madsen
et al. in 1986 [24], who pointed out that the neutron evaporation
was a surface process in which the surface of a QN got gradually
depleted of u and d quarks, as more and more neutrons were elim-
inated. In this process the flavor chemical equilibrium between
the u,d and s quarks on the surface was lost and further evapo-
ration would be suppressed till some s quark converts back to a u
and d quark or there was some transport of u and d quarks from
the core to the surface through convective process. Since both
these processes are slow enough, the critical size of the nuggets
which can survive is effectively lowered to ∼ 1046. In a later work
[25] it was suggested that the nuggets can also annihilate by boil-
ing off hadronic bubbles from the bulk of the QN’s, but this was
shown to have a rate much smaller than that for surface evapora-
tion [26]. All of the above studies used idealized thermodynamic
and binding energy arguments to calculate the baryon evaporation
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rate, with strong assumptions like geometrical cross sections, sur-
face transparency of the QN to baryons etc. Later, studies using
QCD - motivated dynamical models (like chromoelectric flux tube
model) of baryon evaporation from SQNs have established [27, 28]
that primordial SQNs with baryon numbers above ∼ 1040−42 would
be cosmologically stable.
In a previous work [22] by Alam, Raha and Sinha, it was shown
that without much fine tuning, these stable SQNs could provide
even the entire closure density (Ω ∼ 1) [22]. Thus, the entire cold
dark matter (CDM) ( ΩCDM ∼ 0.3-0.35 ) could easily be explained by
stable SQNs.
We can estimate the size of the SQNs formed in the first or-
der cosmic QCD transition in the manner prescribed by Kodama,
Sasaki and Sato [29] in the context of the GUT phase transition.
For the sake of brevity, let us recapitulate very briefly the salient
points here; for details, please see [22] and [30]. Describing the
cosmological scale factor R and the coordinate radius X in the
Robertson-Walker metric through the relation
ds2 = −dt2 +R2dx2
= −dt2 +R2{dX2 +X2(sin2θdφ2 + dθ2)}, (6.1)
one can solve for the evolution of the scale factor R(t) in the mixed
phase of the first order transition. In a bubble nucleation descrip-
tion of the QCD transition, hadronic matter starts to appear as
individual bubbles in the quark-gluon phase. With progressing
time, they expand, more and more bubbles appear, coalesce and fi-
nally, when a critical fraction of the total volume is occupied by the
hadronic phase, a continuous network of hadronic bubbles form
(percolation) in which the quark bubbles get trapped, eventually
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evolving to SQNs. The time at which the trapping of the false vac-
uum (quark phase) happens is the percolation time tp, whereas
the time when the phase transition starts is denoted by ti. Then,
the probability that a sphericali) region of co-coordinate radius X
lies entirely within the quark bubbles would obviously depend on
the nucleation rate of the bubbles as well as the coordinate radius
X(tp, ti) of bubbles which nucleated at ti and grew till tp. For a
nucleation rate I(t), this probability P (X, tp) is given by
P (X, tp) = exp
[
−4π
3
∫ tp
ti
dtI(t)R3(t)[X +X(tp, ti)]
3
]
. (6.2)
After some algebra [30], it can be shown that if all the cold dark
matter (CDM) is believed to arise from SQNs, then their size distri-
bution peaks, for reasonable nucleation rates, at baryon number
∼ 1042−44, evidently in the stable sector. It was also seen that there
were almost no SQNs with baryon number exceeding 1046−47, com-
fortably lower than the horizon limit of ∼ 1050 baryons at that time.
Since ΩB is only about 0.04 from BBN, ΩCDM in the form of SQNs
would correspond to ∼ 1051 baryons so that there should be 107−9
such nuggets within the horizon limit at the microsecond epoch,
just after the QCD phase transition [31, 22]. We shall return to
this issue later on.
It is therefore most relevant to investigate the fate of these SQNs.
Since the number distribution of the SQNs is sharply peaked [30],
we shall assume, for our present purpose, that all the SQNs have
the same baryon number.
i)For the QCD bubbles, there is a sizable surface tension which would facili-
tate spherical bubbles.
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6.3 Coalescence of the primordial QN’s
The SQNs formed during the cosmic QCD phase transition at T
∼ 100 MeV have high masses (∼ 1044GeV) and sizes (RN ∼ 1m)
compared to the other particles (like the usual baryons or leptons)
which inhabit this primeval universe. These other particles cannot
form structures until the temperature of the ambient universe falls
below a certain critical temperature characteristic of such parti-
cles; till then, they remain in thermodynamic equilibrium with the
radiation and other species of particles. This characteristic tem-
perature is called the freezeout temperature for the corresponding
particle. Obviously the freezeout occurs earlier for massive parti-
cles for the same interaction strength. In the context of cosmologi-
cal expansion of the universe this has important implications ; the
’frozen’ objects can form structures. These structures do not par-
ticipate in the expansion in the sense that the distance between the
subparts do not increase with the scale size and only their number
increases due to the cosmological scale factor.
For the SQNs, however, the story is especially interesting. Even
if they continue to be in kinetic equilibrium due to the radiation
pressure (photons and neutrinos) acting on them, their velocity
would be extremely non relativistic. Also their mutual separation
would be considerably larger than their radii; for example, at T
∼ 100MeV, the mutual separation between the SQNs (of size ∼ 1044
baryons) is estimated to be around ∼ 300m. It is then obvious
that the SQNs do not lend themselves to be treated in a hydrody-
namical framework; they behave rather like discrete bodies in the
background of the radiation fluid. Due to their large surface area
they experience quite substantial radiation pressure, in addition to
gravitational forces due to the other SQNs.
In such a situation, one might be tempted to assume that since
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the SQNs are distributed sparsely in space and interact only feebly
with the other SQNs through gravitational interaction, they might
as well remain forever in that state. This, in fact, is quite wrong, as
we demonstrate below.
The fact that the nuggets remain almost static is hardly an is-
sue which requires justification. The two kinds of motion that they
can have are random thermal motion and the motion in the gravi-
tational well provided by the other SQNs. This other kind of motion
is typically estimated using the virial theorem, treating the SQNs
as a system of particles moving under mutual gravitational inter-
action [32, 33]. The kinetic energy ( K ) and potential energy V of
the nuggets at temperature T = 100 MeV can be estimated as,
K =
3
2
NkbT
V =
∑
i,j
G
MiMj
Ri,j
=
GM2N2
2Rav
(6.3)
where kb is the Boltzmann constant, Mi,Mj are the masses of the
ith and jth nugget, Ri,j is the distance between them and Rav is the
average inter-nugget distance. Substituting the number of nuggets
N = 107, the baryon number of each nugget to be 1044 and Rav =
300m, one gets K = 2.4 × 10−4 and V = 3.09 × 1035 (in MKS units) so
that the ratio of K and V
2
becomes ∼ 10−39. Thus it is impossible
for these objects to form stable systems, orbiting round each other.
On the other hand the smallness of the kinetic energy shows that
gravitational collapse might be a possible fate.
Such, of course, would not be the case for any other massive
particles like baryons; their masses being much smaller than SQN,
the kinetic energy would continue to be very large till very low tem-
peratures. More seriously, the Virial theorem can be applied only to
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systems whose motion is sustained. For SQNs, a notable property
is that they become more and more bound if they grow in size (see
Chap. 2). Thus SQNs would absorb baryons impinging on them
and grow in size. Also, if two SQNs collide, they would naturally
tend to merge. In all such cases, they would lose kinetic energy,
making the Virial theorem inapplicable.
One can argue that the mutual interaction between uniformly
dispersed particles would prevent these particles from forming a
collapsed structure, but that argument holds only in a static and
infinite universe, which we know our universe is not. Also a per-
fectly uniform distribution of discrete bodies is an unrealistic ide-
alization and there must exist some net gravitational attraction on
each SQN. The only agent that can prevent a collapse under this
gravitational pull is the radiation pressure, and indeed its effect
remains quite substantial until the drop in the temperature of the
ambient universe weakens the radiation pressure below a certain
critical value. In what follows, we try to obtain an estimate for the
point of time at which this can happen.
It should be mentioned at this juncture that for the system of
discrete SQNs suspended in the radiation fluid, a detailed numer-
ical simulation would be essential before any definite conclusion
about their temporal evolution can be arrived at. This is a quite
involved problem, especially since the number of SQNs within the
event horizon, as also their mutual separation, keeps increasing
with time. Our purpose in the present work is to examine whether
such an effort would indeed be justified.
Let us now consider the possibility of two nuggets coalescing to-
gether under gravity, overcoming the radiation pressure. The mean
separation of these nuggets and hence their gravitational interac-
tion are determined by the temperature of the universe. If the en-
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tire CDM comes from SQNs, the total baryon number contained in
them within the horizon at the QCD transition temperature ( ∼ 100
MeV) would be ∼ 1051 (see above). For SQNs of baryon number bN
each, the number of SQNs within the horizon at that time would be
just (1051/bN). Now, in the radiation dominated era the temperature
dependence of density nN ∼ T 3, horizon volume VH varies with time
as t3, i.e. VH ∼ T−6 and hence the variation of the total number
inside the horizon volume will be NN ∼ T−3. So at any later time,
the number of SQNs within the horizon ( NN ) and their density (
nN ) as a function of temperature would be given by :
NN (T ) ∼= 10
51
bN
(
100MeV
T
)3
(6.4)
nN (T ) =
NN
VH
=
3NN
4π(2t)3
(6.5)
where the time t and the temperature T are related in the radiation
dominated era by the relation :
t = 0.3g−1/2∗
mpl
T 2
(6.6)
with g∗ being ∼ 17.25 after the QCD transition [22].
From the above, it is obvious that the density of SQNs decreases
as t−3/2 so that their mutual separation increases as t1/2. Therefore,
the force of their mutual gravitational pull will decrease as t−1. On
the other hand, the force due to the radiation pressure (photons
and neutrinos) resisting motion under gravity would be propor-
tional to the radiation energy density, which decreases as T 4 or t−2.
It is thus reasonable to expect that at some time, not too distant,
the gravitational pull would win over the radiation pressure, caus-
ing the SQNs to coalesce under their mutual gravitational pull. The
expression for the gravitational force as a function of temperature
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T can written as :
Fgrav =
GbN
2mn
2
r¯nn(T )
2 (6.7)
where bN is the baryon number of each SQN and mn is the baryon
mass. r¯nn(T ) is the mean separation between two nuggets and
is given by the cube root of the ratio κ of total volume available
and the total number of nuggets. One can roughly estimate how κ
varies with temperature in the following way. The time-temperature
relation eqn. 6.6 can be written in the form
t =
.8324
T 2
where t is in seconds and T is the temperature in MeV. Using this,
the horizon radius RH = 2ct, expressed in conventional units (m) is
given by
RH =
1.665c
T 2
and the horizon volume VH = 19.328 c
3
T 6
. Finally, writing bN ≃ 10x one
can get the following approximate expression for nN
nN (T ) = 10
51−x
(
100
T
)3
In the following eqn. 6.8, we have substituted the value x→ 44 (or,
bN = 10
44) in the ratio VH/nN to get an estimate for κ.
κ =
1.114× 10−12c3
T 3
(6.8)
The force due to the radiation pressure on the nuggets may be
roughly estimated as follows. We consider two objects (of the size
of a typical SQN) approaching each other due to gravitational in-
teraction, overcoming the resistance due to the radiation pressure.
The usual isotropic radiation pressure is 1
3
ρc2, where ρ is the to-
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tal energy density, including all relativistic species. The nuggets
will have to overcome an additional pressure resisting their mutual
motion, which is given by 1
3
ρc2(γ−1); the additional pressure arises
from a compression of the radiation fluid due to the motion of the
SQN. The moving SQN would become a oblate spheroid (with its
minor axis in the direction of motion due to Lorentz contraction),
whose surface area is given by
S = 2πa2 +
2πab sin−1 ǫ
ǫ
where a is the length of the major axes perpendicular to the di-
rection of motion, b is the length of the smaller axis & where the
ellipticity ǫ is given by
ǫ =
√
1− b
2
a2
In this case a → RN & b → RN/γ, where γ is the Lorentz factor
corresponding to the moving SQM. With these substitutions ǫ =√
γ2−1
γ
and
S = 2πR2N
(
1 +
sin−1 ǫ
γǫ
)
for small values of ǫ (small γ), sin−1ǫ ∼ ǫ, so that the surface area
becomes 2πR2N
γ+1
γ
. Thus the total radiation force resisting the mo-
tion of SQNs is
Frad =
1
3
ρradcvfall(πR
2
N)βγ (6.9)
where ρrad is the total energy density at temperature T , vfall or βc
is the velocity of SQNs determined by mutual gravitational field
and γ is 1/
√
1− β2. The quantities Frad, β and γ all depend on
the temperature of the epoch under consideration. (It is worth
mentioning at this point that the t dependence of Frad is actually
t−5/2, sharper than the t−2 estimated above, because of the vfall,
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bN Tcl (MeV) NN M/M⊙
1042 1.6 2.44× 1014 0.24
1044 4.45 1.13× 1011 0.01
1046 20.6 1.1× 107 0.0001
Table 6.1: Critical temperatures ( Tcl ) of SQNs of different initial
sizes bN , the total number NN of SQNs that coalesce together and
their total final mass in solar mass units.
which goes as t−1/4.) The ratio of these two forces is plotted against
temperature in figure 6.1 for two SQNs with initial baryon number
1042 each. It is obvious from the figure that ratio Fgrav/Frad is very
small initially. As a result, the nuggets will remain separated due
to the radiation pressure. For temperatures lower than a critical
value Tcl, the gravitational force starts dominating, facilitating the
coalescence of the SQNs under mutual gravity.
Let us now estimate the mass of the clumped SQNs, assuming
that all of them within the horizon at the critical temperature will
coalesce together. This is in fact a conservative estimate, since the
SQNs, although starting to move toward one another at Tcl, will
take a finite time to actually coalesce, during which interval more
SQNs will arrive within the horizon.
In table 6.1, we show the values of Tcl for SQNs of different initial
baryon numbers along with the final masses of the clumped SQNs
under the conservative assumption mentioned above.
It is obvious that there can be no further clumping of these
already clumped SQNs; the density of such objects would be too
small within the horizon for further clumping. Thus these objects
would survive till today and perhaps manifest themselves as MA-
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Figure 6.1: Variation of the ratio Fgrav/Frad with temperature. The
dot represents the point where the ratio assumes the value 1.
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CHOs. It is to be reiterated that the masses of the clumped SQNs
given in table 6.1 are the lower limits and the final masses of these
MACHO candidates will be larger. (The case for bN = 1046 is not
of much interest, especially since such high values of bN are un-
likely for the reasonable nucleation rates [34, 30]; we therefore re-
strict ourselves to the other cases in table 6.1 in what follows.) A
more detailed estimate of the masses will require a detailed simu-
lation, but very preliminary estimates indicate that they could be
2-3 times bigger than the values quoted in table 6.1.
The total number of such clumped SQNs ( Nmacho ) within the
horizon today is evaluated in the following way. With the tempera-
ture ∼ 30K and time ∼ 4× 1017 seconds, the total amount of visible
baryons within the horizon volume can be evaluated using photon
to baryon ratio η ∼ 10−10. The amount of baryons in the CDM will
be ΩCDM
ΩB
times the total number of visible baryons. This comes out
to be ∼ 1.6 × 1079, ΩCDM and ΩB being 0.3 and 0.01ii) respectively.
The total number of baryons in a MACHO is bN ×NN i.e. 2.44× 1056
and 1.13× 1055 for initial nugget sizes 1042 and 1044 respectively. The
quantities bN and NN are taken from the Table 6.1. So dividing the
total number of baryons in CDM by that in a MACHO, the Nmacho
comes out to be in the range ∼ 1023−24.
We can also mention here that if the MACHOs are indeed made
up of quark matter, then they cannot grow to arbitrarily large sizes.
Within the (phenomenological) Bag model picture [35] of QCD con-
finement, where a constant vacuum energy density (called the Bag
constant) in a cavity containing the quarks serves to keep them
confined within the cavity, we have earlier investigated [36] the up-
per limit on the mass of astrophysical compact quark matter ob-
ii)The visible baryons occur in two forms. As visible stars they make up about
0.3 - 0.6 % and as hot intergalactic gas, they contribute about 0.5 % of the total
density, i.e about 0.8 - 0.11 % in all.
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jects. It was found that for a canonical Bag constant B of (145 MeV)
4, this limit comes out to be 1.4 M⊙ (see Chap. 5). The collapsed
SQNs are safely below this limit. (It should be remarked here that
although the value of B in the original MIT bag model is taken to be
B 1/4 = 145 MeV from the low mass hadronic spectrum, there exist
other variants of the Bag model [37] , where higher values of B are
required. Even for B 1/4 = 245 MeV, this limit comes down to 0.54
M⊙ [36], which would still admit such SQN.
As a consistency check, we can perform a theoretical estimate
of the abundance of such MACHOs in the galactic halo which is
conventionally given by the optical depth. The optical depth is the
probability that at any instant of time a given star is within an
angle θE of a lens, the lens being the massive body (in our case MA-
CHO) which causes the deflection of light. In other words, optical
depth is the integral over the number density of lenses times the
area enclosed by the Einstein ring of each lens. The expression for
optical depth can be written as [38]:
τ =
4πG
c2
D2s
∫
ρ(x)x(1 − x)dx (6.10)
where Ds is the distance between the observer and the source, G
is the gravitational constant and x = DdDs
−1, Dd being the distance
between the observer and the lens (Fig. 6.2). In particular ρ is
the mass-density of the MACHOs, which is of the form ρ = ρ0 1r2
in the naive spherical halo model, which we have adopted in our
calculations. In the present case ρ0 is given by
ρ0 =
Mmacho ×Nmacho
4πR
(6.11)
where R =
√
D2e +D
2
s + 2DeDs cosφ, φ and De being the inclination
of the LMC and the distance of observer (earth) from the Galactic
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center respectively. Mmacho and Nmacho are the mass of a MACHO
and the total number of MACHOs in the Milky Way halo.
The total visible mass of the Milky Way ( ∼ 1.6 × 1011M⊙ ) is
equivalent to the mass of ∼ 2 × 1068 baryons. This corresponds to
a factor of ∼ 2 × 10−9 of all the visible baryons within the present
horizon. Scaling the number of clumped SQNs within the horizon
by the same factor yields a total number of MACHOs, Nmacho ∼
1013−14 in the Milky Way halo for the range of baryon number of
initial nuggets bN = 1042−44. The value of De and Ds are taken to be
10 and 50 kpc, respectively. The value of the inclination angle used
here is 40 degrees. Using these values for a naive inverse square
spherical model comprising such objects upto the LMC, we obtain
an optical depth of ∼ 10−6 − 10−7. The uncertainty in this value is
mainly governed by the value of η, ΩCDM and ΩB, and to a lesser
extent by the specific halo model. This value compares reasonably
well with the observed value [7, 8] and may be taken as a measure
of reliability in the proposed model.
As an interesting corollary, let us mention that the scenario pre-
sented here could have other important astrophysical significance.
The origin of cosmic rays of ultra-high energy ≥ 1020 eV continues
to be a puzzle. One of the proposed mechanisms [39] envisages a
top-down scenario which does not require an acceleration mecha-
nism and could indeed originate within our galactic halo. For our
picture, such situations could easily arise from the merger of two
or more such MACHOs, which would shed the extra matter so as
to remain within the upper mass limit mentioned above.
We thus conclude that gravitational clumping of the primordial
SQNs formed in a first order cosmic quark - hadron phase transi-
tion appears to be a plausible and natural explanation for the ob-
served halo MACHOs. It is quite remarkable that we obtain quan-
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D
s
D Dd
I
S
O
A
L
ds
Figure 6.2: Geometry of a gravitational lens system. The light ray
propagates from the source S, and while passing the lens, gets
deflected and reaches the observer at O. I is the image of the source
S . The distances between the observer and the source, the observer
and the lens and the lens and the source areDs,Dd,Dds respectively.
OA is the optic axis. The figure has been adapted from [38]
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titative agreement with the experimental values without having to
introduce any adjustable parameters or any fine-tuning whatso-
ever.
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Conclusions
The present work is based on our quest for understanding the pos-
sible role played by strange quark matter in the dark matter con-
tent of the universe, which is believed to comprise more than 90 %
of the total material content of the universe. The viewpoint which
has emerged out of this effort can be summarized as follows.
At the age of a few microseconds, the universe underwent a
possibly first order phase transition. This phase transition is re-
sponsible for generating the hadrons, which, before the transition
existed in the form of Quark-Gluon Plasma; the baryon number
of the universe was therefore contained in the quarks prior to this
phase transition. These hadrons, namely the baryons among them,
would eventually form the lighter elements through nucleosynthe-
sis at an Universal age of ∼ 180 seconds (Tab. 1.1). Part of these
light elements would be resynthesized by stars to heavier varieties
and some of it would spill all over the world due to supernovae ex-
plosions. Some of these matter would be luminous and the rest of
it would exist in the form of dark gas – but the total contribution
to the matter sector, due to all such forms of matter, collectively
called nuclear matter, would not be able to account for the fact the
fact that we live in a nearly closure density universe. The missing
matter can however be very well accounted by Quasibaryonic mat-
ter if one takes into account the fact that the bulk of the baryon
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number content of the universe gets concealed within SQN’s which
also form out of the aforementioned phase transition. It may be
mentioned at this point that although all of what has been said
before remains valid irrespective of whether the phase transition
proceeds through a second order (or even continuous) process, but
the formation of SQN’s require the phase transition to be first order.
The SQN’s (The Acronym SQN first appear in 1.4), thus formed are
massive objects which tend to clump together under mutual gravi-
tational attraction, but prevented by the radiation pressure during
the radiation dominated phase of the universe. As the universe ex-
pands, it cools down and as shown in Chap.6 , these objects could
coalesce together forming objects in the half solar mass range. This
happens when the Universe has cooled down to ∼ 1 − 10 MeV, the
exact time depending on the initial size of the SQN’s. The objects,
so formed, would be more or less uniformly distributed through
the volume of the universe and have properties which are char-
acteristic for dark matter candidates. We have calculated the ex-
pected number of such candidates at the current time residing in
the Milky way halo and estimated their optical depth for gravita-
tional microlensing experiments which look for dark lenses in the
galactic halo. The value of the optical depth, so obtained, com-
pare reasonably well with the observed values and may be taken
to be a measure of the reliability of the dark matter model pro-
posed by us. It should be emphasized that a definite conclusion
can only be reached after a detailed simulation is carried out. The
central value of the mass range of the dark halo lenses are typi-
cally in the 0.5 M⊙ range. The masses of the clumped SQN’s can
however be more or less than this value, depending on the time
when they clump. The results obtained in Chap.5 however indi-
cates that the dark SQM lenses cannot be much heavier than this,
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since the maximum mass range of compact quark matter objects
is in the same range. This so called Chandrasekhar Limit does not
depend strongly on the number of quark flavors that goes into the
making of the stars and is also applicable to the lens SQN’s. Thus
although gravitational clumping might produce over-sized SQN’s,
these would have to disintegrate, in order to maintain stability to
sizes ∼ 0.5M⊙ or less. The halo SQN’s are therefore suitable can-
didates for the MACHO’s found in the gravitational microlensing
experiments. In the course of evaluation of the maximum mass
limit for a configuration of massless quarks through an analytic
procedure, we have adopted the Landau picture of energy balance
through the density dependent quark mass model of confinement
which was appropriate for the situation.
According to our picture, the local source of dark matter arises
mainly from SQM blobs in the half solar mass range. It is therefore
quite possible that occasional collisions of such objects can release
bursts of small, atomic sized strangelets in every possible direc-
tions, and a few of them may be intercepted by our planet as well.
In Chap.4 we examine the probability of observing such particles
in Earth based experiments by various means. It has been empha-
sized earlier in this work ( Chap.2 and Chap.3) that the detection of
strangelets is crucial both from the standpoint of astrophysics as
well as strong interaction physics. For astrophysics it can provide
confirmation for the nature of dark matter - it’s detection will have
the implication that dark matter is quasibaryonic in form. This
will also help the Nuclear desert to be filled up with intermediate
baryon number objects between atomic species to nuclear stars.
For QCD it will provide experimental justification for Witten’s con-
jecture that the true ground state of strong interaction physics is
SQM rather than the ordinary nuclear matter.
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In Chap.2 and and Chap.3 we have therefore examined thor-
oughly the problem of strangelet propagation through the terres-
trial atmosphere. In order for the model to be consistent with the
hypothesis of stability of strange matter with respect to ordinary
nuclear matter, the strangelets have been invested with the ex-
traordinary property of absorbing a fraction of atmospheric par-
ticles which are incident on it. This property is in stark con-
trast with the passage of an ordinary ( heavy) cosmic ray parti-
cle which usually breaks up under such impact. In this model
the strangelet grows like a snowball, absorbing mass and also
some charge from the atmospheric particles; however it’s energy
decreases due largely to the ionization loss of the surrounding me-
dia and partly due to the impacts. In fact the energy decreases so
much that they go beyond the range of detectability of passive Solid
State Nuclear Track Detector’s below typical mountain altitudes.
The study reveals two important aspects : for one, it reproduces
the observed pattern of several exotic cosmic ray events (very small
e/m ratio and detection at atmospheric depths much higher than
ordinary cosmic ray particles, but not lower than typical mountain
altitudes, as well as the value of the charges and masses found
at those altitudes.) fairly well, suggesting that these events, pre-
viously unclassified, can now be associated, quite justifiably, with
the passage of strangelets through the atmosphere. Secondly, the
estimated energy deposition of the particles in SSNTD’s like CR-39
show that these are just above the threshold of detection at moun-
tain altitudes, indicating that a ground based large area detector
array of SSNTD’s might be quite capable of picking up strangelet
signals.
Throughout our work we argue that strange matter is an essen-
tial component of the dark matter forms present in the Universe.
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The whole work, save for the part that deals with the maximum
mass limit of quark stars, depend rather crucially on two factors :
1. The strange matter hypothesis.
2. The existence of the first order Quark-Hadron deconfining
phase transition in the early universe.
The general agreement is that both are well founded hypothesis;
however, none of them, so far, has passed the test of experimental
verification. It thus appears that, once again, cosmological exper-
iments will be able to disentangle issues which accelarator based
experiments may not be able to address.
In the course of this work, several threads have emerged, which
can extend the ideas developed in several ways. In Chap.6, as well
as earlier in this chapter, we have mentioned that a detailed simu-
lation is needed before one can reach a conclusion about the for-
mation of half solar mass objects by the coalescence of the SQN’s.
We propose to undertake an extensive numerical study of this case
in near future. The idea behind the model of neutron absorption by
SQM, used in Chap. 2-3 is also applicable in a cosmological setting,
since the depletion of baryons near SQN’s can cause local baryon
inhomogeneities and affect the nucleosynthesis in unknown ways.
The network of SQN’s, in some ways, form the first instances of
structure in the early Universe. Inspired by the applicability of the
density dependent quark mass model to quark star systems, we
also propose to study the issue of the stability of SQM in the con-
text of this model. In the present work we have not examined the
role of SQM in the dark energy content of the universe, but there
do exist some theoretical hints to assume that they might play an
important role in providing for the acceleration of the universal ex-
pansion rate. Some work in this direction is already in progress,
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but it already raises some intriguing questions which seem to be
tied to the foundations of quantum mechanics; in particular, the
effect of quantum entanglement in relativistic many body systems
need to be explored much further before a definite commitment can
be made.
In a nutshell, then, we have argued that the standard model of
particle interactions and the strange matter hypothesis together
can account for the cosmological dark matter problem, without
having to resort to exotic reformulations of the physics of particle
interactions.
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